
 

 

 

A few years ago my life changed dramatically and I had a sharp moment of clarity. 

A daily life of rush rush rush intermixed with the constant need to own the next big 

thing, cars, houses and gadgets. 

How things can simply change in the blink of an eye. 

My father died and more recently my younger sister from cancer and the following is 

simply my journey, the new direction my life took and been able to open up my heart 

to the most wonderful thing in life: to simply inspire others. 

I recently read a wonderful quote and it resonated on so many levels. 

The most wonderful of souls are simply those who have suffered greatly. 

I suppose when you have walked through whatever fire Life throws at you, you are 

burnt forever but through healing, you definitely become a new and transformed 

person. 

For those who know, no words are necessary for those who don’t know, I hope you 

never have to suffer. 



 

 

I was told by a contact that to really expand your horizons, one should start a blog 

using Google+. How that has changed. Within a year I reached 3.8million eyes and 

hopeful inspired a few kind souls along the way. 

3.8 million And still rising! It humbles me truly. 

The following timeline is simply my own journey through trying to create a new 

means of helping those enduring grief and opening their minds up to creating a form 

of catharsis to help overcome the many negative elements grief can sometimes bring 

leading on to my first steps into blogging on Google+ for a year.  

I hope to add you to my total above and maybe inspire you along the way. 

The opening piece relates to my moment of clarity and why within this life, we should 

give when the moment arises and really enjoy those around us whilst we still can. 

Sometimes Life seduces us into thinking they will always be around and we will visit 

them tomorrow. Go now! 

Thanks for reading this far, sending heartfelt blessing. 

Don’t Live for Work / Live for Life! 

Be inspired! 

John Duffy 2016  

Managing Director  

Amour South Yorkshire 

Omnia Vincit Amor (L) 

---------- 

In 2008, life was all work, work, work.  

The endless treadmill we all seemingly stay upon for 8 hours or more on a regular 

basis, to create a life we deem a prerequisite for all our needs and desires. 

 

I was one of the many, striving to provide a life I deemed worthy of my family. A life 

that contained all the materialistic and consumer driven products such as the latest 

car, the TV and all the other requirements the social engineers deemed we should 

aspire to own. 

 

Then one day that all changed. A normal conversation with my brother changed all 

the dynamics forever. 

 

 My father was apparently coughing up blood, and the property that we were working 

on, the client just happened to mention earlier, she worked with platelets in the 

plasma blood department within the NHS. (Synchronicity) 

 

My brother said that he had been doing it for a while and refused to go to the doctor 

like a lot of the older generation do, and throw in his strong Irish heritage, he was 



 

 

steadfastly strong willed to say the least. 

 

When he left, my brother, I asked the client and her husband, a lecturer at Leeds 

University in Biology, (Synchronicity) their opinions based upon their joint knowledge. 

 

The conversation, when I reflect, was composed with sincerity and compassion, as 

they knew the outcome, as when we spoke, their eyes seemed filled with sadness at 

my predicament. 

 

They said quietly, "Take him to the doctors immediately! 

 

An Enlightened Epiphany  

 

We went through the various routes one must endure. 



 

 

 

The diagnosis, a slow realisation of the inevitable, the need to inspire him to 
overcome, with Love, Hope and the grace of God. 
 
When eventually he came back to his retreat from the World from the hospital and 
the carers started to visit on a regular basis, I saw something truly endearing. 
 
Those beautiful people, who visited, created a new found energy within him. Their 
happy demeanour and sometimes cheeky quips seemingly pushed back those dark 
clouds of despair that hung like an invisible cloud, consuming all who visited. 
 
It changed the atmosphere and created a new energy. 



 

 

 

Alas it was not to be, been terminally ill and other mitigating factors, he passed away 

gracefully and returned home. 

 

---------- 



 

 

One goes through an internal examination when dealing with grief. 
 
A deep kind of introspection. 
The what if’s and why’s. 
 
I was suddenly engulfed with the overwhelming urge to do something, to give back. 
An enlightened epiphany if you may. 
 
My younger brother, who was struggling to cope, needed something, a means to 
overcome the emotional and sometimes physical pain that followed his every 
thought.  
 
Due to my always busy and work driven ethic, my late father and I were never as 
close as he and my younger brother. I looked online and as Google seemingly had 
all the answers, The Journey began. 
 
A few sites offered Hope but at extortionate prices. 
 
A word that I came across was Catharsis. 
 
Catharsis (from the Greek κάθαρσις katharsis meaning "purification" or "cleansing") 
is the purification and purgation of emotions—especially pity and fear—through art or 
any extreme change in emotion that results in renewal and restoration. 
 
What if we could produce similar product lines as those priced extortionately and if 
we could, provide catharsis for some, we would be truly blessed.  
 
Through research, I found grief has 5 stages. 
 
The Kübler-Ross model, or the five stages of grief, is a series of emotional stages 
experienced when faced with impending death or death of someone. The five stages 
are Denial, Anger, Bargaining, Depression and Acceptance. 
 
What if through developing various platforms to create a means of providing 
catharsis at some level, could we help those enduring the many diverse emotional 
conflicts one must endure, to help bypass the first 4 and reach Acceptance quicker. 
 
We viewed all the product lines online and realised it’s not the end product that 
matters at some extent, but the whole process. 
 
Been immersed within a project and selecting photographs etc, creates memories 
connected to a happy moment and replaces the darkness grief can sometimes bring.  
 
Timeless Memories was born.  
 
---------- 

The Charity  

 

All through the process, the overwhelming urge to give back, always reverberated 

within my ear like a second voice. 



 

 

 

“Charity,” it spoke. 
 
Been involved in construction for many years, the landscape I now walked upon was 
new. 
 
“Where would I start? What would I do? How would I create a new brand?” 
 
All questions which carried with them a cloak of fear of uncertain territories and 
unknown possibilities. 
 
I decided that one of the main charities would be my first point of contact and I 
reached out and spoke with a major organisation in London. (I will not mention their 
name for ethical reasons) 
 
The commercial manager of which there are only 4 in the UK, after reviewing my 
email was impressed enough to personally respond and sent me an encouraging 
reply, with a view to doing something when all the products were finalised, and 
developed ready for the market place. 
 
He stated that for every £25 donated, that small amount would provide means to 
further resources, to increase the carers who visited people at home in there hour of 
need . Imbued and energised, I sought to do more. 
 
The landscape changed once again when I was told about a little charity in 
Doncaster, South Yorkshire. 
 
 Firefly Cancer Awareness and Support. 
 
Firefly is about life, living it to the full and enjoying every second, whilst raising 
cancer awareness, offering support, meeting new friends and the bringing together of 
communities, their culture and their arts.   



 

 

 Firefly Cancer Awareness and Support is a registered charity, not for profit 
organisation. The Firefly Express provides free transport to Sheffield treatment 
hospitals to cancer patients and their families, and has a wonderful team of volunteer 
drivers. 
 
A wonderful charity created by a woman of immense inner conviction to create a 
change. 
 
Founder and Trustee Denise Dunn, created this when it seemed impossible, she 
appeared on a television show on Channel 4 called Secret Millionaire. Fil Adams 
Mercer donated a superb vehicle and the dream she had, continues. 
 
Unfortunately due to her cancer returning for the third time, Denise passed away 
before I had the time to meet her, but I did manage to arrange a meeting with two of 
her beautiful daughters. 
 
 Denise is a magnificent example of a selfless human being, as she lay ill suffering 
herself; she was still on the phone offering support and advice to others in a similar 
position. A lady with a beautiful and compassionate soul, if I could create a means to 
further add to this wonderful venture, I would be blessed. 
 
The Journey continued. 
I had made inroads; this overwhelming desire to do something to give back now had 
a charity. 
 

 

---------- 

The Products  

 

Now it gets interesting.  

The vastly over priced portfolios of other companies in the market place connected to 

the Memorial sector started at £550 for a 40 page leather bound book and with the 

additional costing, went sky wards dependent upon the company creating the 

finished product at £250 per day. 



 

 

I decided to get software to create the product therefore eliminating the additional 

costings. 

How, I never knew but with faith I continued. 

Three years ago, I sat at Christmas watching the Shopping Channel, strange I know, 

and upon the screen was a man displaying a Photobook companies product lines.  

 

 
The unique selling point was that once downloaded, the creation process could take 
as long as required as with the other competitors within the market place; you had to 
be online constantly to create the product. 
 
Once again unknown territories beckoned. 
 
 I emailed the parent company in London asking for a meeting and after 3 or 4 emails 
I met the CEO and a deal was confirmed by a single handshake, I had the software 
and now just needed to design the logo and all the other required elements. 
 



 

 

 

Creating a logo, devising a business plan, executive statements and the many other 
elements seemed daunting, but that voice in my ear incessantly repeated, “Keep 
going!” 
 
We designed the logo and the various other elements and sourced a few more 
product lines. 
Our straps line became: 
                                           “Create / Engage Memories” 
                                          “Omnia Vincit Amor” (L) Love Conquers All 
                                          "Sursum Corda"          (L) Lift Up Your Hearts  
 
We now had a software a potential client could download, create a 40 pages leather 
bound book in sizes from A4 , 12X12 to A3, in a choice of 6 leather covers, delivered 
with a stunning bouquet of flowers from Interflora and a donation to Firefly from 
£136.99 to £149.99.  
We could just about deliver worldwide. 
 



 

 

 

A vastly reduced price compared to the competition and offering a means to provide 
catharsis for potential clients and their families.  
 
We now just needed a website, where do we start. 
 
---------- 

The Laws of Attraction 

 



 

 

 

Sometimes things seemingly happen by chance and you are surprised beyond 
measure. 
 
I have always believed that you make your own luck so to speak, as I have always 
seemingly acquired that which I desired.  
 
I was surprised beyond measure recently.  
 
Whilst attending a business meeting to discuss the rebuild of the website, which then 
evolved into a rather enlightening experience for myself, and changed my 
perspective forever, it appears I had been utilising an old secret so to speak. 
 

It just takes belief and things magically seem to appear within your path to help you 
achieve your goals. 
 
I watched that famous DVD, The Secret. 
 
It’s took me a long way within two and a half years, watch it, it may just change your 
Life. 
 
I had now started on Google+; the date was December 28, 2014. 

All the following are simply my messages of inspirations I felt an overwhelming urge 

to share. 



 

 

It documents my first year on Google+ and how I manage to reach an audience of 

3.8million eyes within a year of stepping into its ever expanding pools of humanities 

need to see and read! 

It was a scary adventure at the beginning; would I be trolled, would people respond 

negatively, what would I say, which words would I use? 

As all journeys begin, with a hint of fear but as one progresses, one finds courage 

and silent inner strength. 

I hope you have enjoyed the journey up to now and let’s go for a long ride through a 

year of simply trying to inspire just someone somewhere out there. 

Maybe even you! 

From my blog at www.google.com/+AMOURSY  

Are you ready? 

Jan 5, 2015 

Life is about creating a timeline you can reflect upon in your twilight years hopefully 

with no regrets, no stone unturned. 

 

Chase that dream! 

Jan 8, 2015 

  
With the recent up surge in cancer in the UK, predictions forecast estimates that 2.5 
million people will be living with cancer in 2015 in the UK alone.  
 
Always support any local charity involved in making life better for those finding their 
way and increase your sense of contributing to making society better for all. 
 
Jan 9, 2015 
 
In Art, the hand can never execute anything higher than the heart can imagine. 
 
Ralph Waldo Emerson 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/GvFJg2ZATdb
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/EHRX19HYnvc
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/YNaoaAaE4sR


 

 

 
 

 
Jan 9, 2015 
  
A question to you the audience, my life changing moment came when I witnessed 
the kindness and compassion bestowed upon my late father by the support services 
that followed diagnosis and inspired me to create Amour South Yorkshire to give 
something back, have you had a moment of Inspiration that changed your viewpoint 
and life direction? 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/ZKvjoCs2q9n


 

 

  Jan 9, 2015 
  
A quote I treasure because in my eyes it encapsulates life to some extent as we are 
all shaped by our experiences. 
 
"Memories are the scribe of the Soul." 
Aristotle 
 

Jan 10, 2015 
  
Good morning. 
 
Your life is your messages to the 
World make it worth reading. 
 

 

 

  Jan 10, 2015 
  
I recently watched an old classic film, Rumble Fish and a piece of monologue within 
a scene struck a chord. Basically when you grow up and reach a certain age, the on 
screen barman said, 
 
"You only have 36 summers left." 
 
A deep narrative layered with such a profound thought related to mortality. 
 
Reach for the stars because one of the problems with modern living, we always think 
we have time. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/8mwqMPkZsXB
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/BJDkeWKdnCL
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/PCr7mRCHfCK


 

 

 

Jan 10, 2015 

Our executive mission statement is to Create / Engage / Memories. 

 

All you need to do is Create the Stimulus. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/XFn3pr9vpWD


 

 

 

Jan 11, 2015 
  
In a Lifetime of Experiences and Friendships, the greatest gift we can sometimes 
bestow upon others and ourselves is not always the materialistic or monetary but 
simply the spiritual. 
 
We are a small company dedicated to providing platforms to create engage 
memories via our Photobook software. 
 
All our products are delivered with a stunning bouquet of flowers from Interflora and 
include a donation to a wonderful selfless charity that helps others in their hour of 
need: Firefly Cancer Awareness and Support. 
 
Namaste 
 

Jan 12, 2015 
  
Its Monday, 
 
Carpe Diem (L)  
Seize the Day 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/HH6mEVBp64Z
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/ghVt5ahPKcv


 

 

 

The road to success is not straight. There is a curve called Failure, a loop called 

Confusion, speed bumps called Friends, red light called Enemies, caution lights 

called Family. 

You will have flat tires called Jobs, BUT if you have a spare called Determination, an 

engine called Perseverance, a driver called WILL Power, you will make it to a place 

called Success. 

 

Jan 12, 2015 
  
Today we start to build our awareness of how Reiki can be used to help those 
diagnosed with cancer and the spiritual and uplifting soul enhancing benefits it can 
bring.  
 
Reiki, pronounced ray-Kee and meaning "divinely guided life force energy", is a 
Japanese form of spiritual healing that can be practiced hands-on, hands-off or from 
a distance - also known as absent healing. 
 
The practitioner becomes empowered to access Reiki - a certain vibration of lie force 
energy - by a Reiki Master, which has an almost instantaneous effect in connecting 
the student practitioner to the Reiki energy, rather like connecting to satellite 
television by bolting a satellite dish onto the side of your house. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/JH5XSVYhtH3


 

 

From this moment onwards they are able to tune into, connect to Reiki, like tuning 
into a radio station, which then flows through their body, and out from their hands to 
facilitate healing in themselves, other people, animals and even plants. 
 
Receiving Reiki brings about a state of profound relaxation, and relaxation in itself 
(regardless of now it is achieved) has been proven to aid healing and promote 
general well-being. 
 
 In a state of high anxiety, anger, fear or stress the body goes into its natural ´light or 
flight´ state, and is therefore not in the right ´mood´ to heal itself. 
 
 Therefore, relaxation and stress relief (even stress removal - i.e. leave work) must 
be the first consideration for anybody fighting cancer. 
 
We are currently networking within various sectors and will update regularly. 
 

 

 

Jan 13, 2015 
  
Our Inspiration Range is well into the development stage. 
 
An endearing and touching way to create a meaningful and loving connection with 
family members or friends, by sending personal messages of Inspiration when they 
need that extra support, all collected from friends via social media, and published in a 
beautifully designed perfectly bound A5 booklet and delivered with a gift of your 
choice as an optional extra. (A donation to charity is also included within the price) 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/WS1hZdUJA5N


 

 

 
From a stunning bouquet of flowers, hampers or even champagne. 
 
The Choice is yours. 
 

Jan 13, 2015 

Sometimes In Life, a compelling call to action must be addressed hence Amour 

South Yorkshire. 

Being generous helps with amplification.  

Accept responsibility for your life. Know that it is you who will get you where you want 

to go, no one else. 

 

Jan 14, 2015 
  
Your life is but a film you will watch one day, fill it with Everything! 
 
Sursum Corda (L)  
Lift up your Hearts 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/77Nur5MuVT4
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/QPduJeR7AQD


 

 

 
 
Jan 14, 2015 
  
A deep spiritual question that one day we must all ask: "Did I live a good life?" 
 
Answer it now by doing more. 
 
Jan 14, 2015 
 
The Mind is the most difficult thing to conquer in life and it just so happens to return 
the best achievements. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/12b4SDZbj8G
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/YjRiT3omtAU


 

 

 
 
 
Jan 15, 2015 
  
A day of meetings and copious amounts of coffee. Have a great day 
 
Jan 15, 2015 
  
Success has a funny way of hiding from the masses behind inconvenient activities & 
obstacles so that only the COMMITTED find her. - The Juggernaut 
 
Jan 15, 2015 
  
It does not matter what you look like on the outside, it’s what’s inside that counts! 
Always! 
 
Jan 15, 2015 
  
Most people dream the dream, a lucky few seek it. 
 
Which are you: a seeker or a dreamer? 
 
Jan 16, 2015 
  
It’s Friday but does the weekend offer any respite from work?  
 
Answer is always no, with the age of the Internet, we are always working, in my case 
anyway. 
Have a great day everyone. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/UGGTpzpXqa1
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/KGJNE9zgZin
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/HGDeZGLG5kG
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/ZAPDdxczEhm
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/1EzRKt8aCZH


 

 

 

 
 

An important part of the creativity process is not been afraid to fail! 
 

 
Jan 17, 2015 
  
Its 7.35am on a dark morning and a day of endless coffee and brainstorming begins! 
Have a great day folks 
 
Jan 18, 2015 
  
Good morning, here's to coffee and a deep sense of gratitude. Have a great day 
wherever you are. 

Gratitude is a wonderful way to draw beauty into your life. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/2H1HM7cmRck
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/dS3NgS1Wp4u


 

 

 
 
 
Jan 18, 2015 
 
“Help others achieve their dreams and you will achieve yours!” 
#always 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/dS3NgS1Wp4u


 

 

 
 
Jan 18, 2015 
  
An amazing narrative, simple but so profound. 
“In the End, we only regret the chances we didn’t take!” 
 

 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/VZ14d6TdS3n


 

 

  Jan 19, 2015 
 
Time changes everything. It’s what people say. It’s not true. Doing things changes 
things. Not doing anything leaves things as they are. 
 

 
 
 
  Jan 19, 2015 
  
Good morning, it's Monday. Make this week a magnificent occasion to reflect upon. 
Create / Engage / Memories 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/NZCNnn38qJm
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/8gNL1t5f2jP


 

 

 
 
The most attractive thing about you should have less to do with your face or body but 
more to do with how simply you treat people. 
 
 
Jan 19, 2015 
  
A simple daily mantra that could change your Life. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/65A82TF13c1


 

 

 
 
Jan 19, 2015 
 
  
Good morning. 
 
Have a day filled with the promise of success wherever you are. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/FEu52naThNo


 

 

 
 
A good mind, a good heart and warm feelings: These are the most important things. 
 
Jan 20, 2015 
  
Music, memories, laughter and tears. 
 
They are all intertwined... 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/CcuLB9SHHyh


 

 

 
 
Sometimes it’s not the song that makes you emotional. It’s the people and things you 
think about when you hear it. 
 
 
 
Jan 21, 2015 
  
 
Have a day of success wherever you are and in whatever you do. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/7XSHfaftv8U


 

 

 
 
Some days turn out to end up having a certain kind of magic. I hope today ends up 
that way for you. 
 
Jan 21, 2015 
  
Sometimes we can forget how much we truly have due to been consistently 
immersed within a landscape of technology and consumerism. 
 
Free yourself from the social engineers and take in the views of the real landscapes 
of Life. 
 
Mother Nature. 
 

 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/KUevQnB4DBJ


 

 

Gratitude turns Life into Gold. 
 
 
Jan 22, 2015 
  
Sometimes in Life, a powerful force which can consume you entirely and change 
your perspective forever is Love. 
 
How the world would be different if we all loved that little bit more. 
 

 
 
Jan 22, 2015 
  
Always 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/dWYyYF5BuMb
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/CATxByw9fFX


 

 

 
 
It’s the possibilities of a dream coming true that makes Life interesting. 
 
Jan 22, 2015 
  
Well first steps in a new product design completed but why does waiting for the new 
design to get delivered take so long :) 
 
Have a great day everyone as I wait around for confirmation of delivery date :) 
 
Jan 23, 2015 
  
Good morning! 
Go out and be #epic  
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/PWMniMrn1eY
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Rpx7W6oas5f
https://plus.google.com/s/%23epic


 

 

 
 



 

 

No one is more cherished in this World than someone who lightens the burden of 
another! 
 
Jan 23, 2015 
 
You have to be burning up with a problem or a solution! 

If you’re not burning up at the start, you won’t make it! 

You need that fire to stick it out! 

Bring your fire! 

 
 
Jan 23, 2015 
  
Try to empower yourself with peace. 
Do one act of KINDNESS a day each year and change 365 lives! 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/1Rc7nmNWT5U
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/bWtahFZ95ew


 

 

 
 
Jan 24, 2015 
  
Do we really take the weekend off? 
I always seem to be constantly planning! 
 
Have a great weekend everyone. 
 
Jan 24, 2015 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/3z45oVY1fL3
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/RaCpL2ncc3h


 

 

Good morning all. Yesterday lies in the Past. Tomorrow is but a dream away. Make 
the utmost of today. Do something! 
 
Jan 24, 2015 
  
A recent commission by a local cake designer, Sugar & Spice Gourmandise Gifts. 
 
It features our executive mission statement: Create / Engage / Memories 
 
Looked fantastic! 
 

 
 
 
Jan 25, 2015 
  
Sometimes in Life we need to slow down and take in the view. 
 
Have a great Sunday 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/g564RGPNfwQ
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/V9R9hW1boQL


 

 

 
 
Sometimes we’re so busy watching out for what’s ahead of us we never take time to 
really enjoy where we are! 
 
  Jan 25, 2015 
  
You are never truly alone. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/LhqzYWRvGvz


 

 

 
 
Jan 25, 2015 
  
Appreciate good people. 
Always, as they in turn will appreciate you. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/KhyZ12tJj7o


 

 

 
 
  Jan 26, 2015 
  
Always have Empathy. 
Live the way you want to be remembered. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/cHJYgaqVWoU


 

 

 
 
Jan 27, 2015 
 
See only Love. Look past errors, misunderstandings or mistakes, and see the love 
within yourself and others. Love underlies and heals in undreamed of ways! Give it a 
chance! 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/VnbPE3ABQWQ


 

 

 
 
Jan 28, 2015 
  
Sometimes what you see physically can become diluted by modern living, close your 
eyes and trust your instincts. 
Allow your spirit to be your eyes and everything will become clear! 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/9Qb2wvzCpmi


 

 

 
 
Jan 29, 2015 
  
In a Lifetime of Experiences and Friendships, the greatest gift we can sometimes 
bestow upon others and ourselves, is not simply the materialistic or the monetary but 
simply the spiritual. 
Been spiritual has nothing to do with what you believe but more to do with your state 
of consciousness.  

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/89fKF4SLWUG


 

 

 
 
 
Jan 31, 2015 
 
 Do you believe in Angels as I do? 
 

 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/dQcxsdGtWti


 

 

Jan 31, 2015 
  
Do you believe in Saints as I do? 
 
"A single Sunbeam is enough to drive away Shadows." 
Saint Francis 
 
No matter what we go through in Life, the storm's always fade. 
 

 
 
Feb 1, 2015 
  
Good morning wherever you are. 
Every morning we are born again. What we do today matters most 
Have a great day! 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/R7TxYgjs1w1
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/4p2SnjbYpPb


 

 

 
 
 
Feb 2, 2015 
  
When we are born, we are given a face the World see's. 
 
Sometimes it’s our inner face no one see's that really matters. 
The kindness and compassion we exude resides upon its soft surface. 
 
Do something magical today. 
 
Feb 2, 2015 
  
Where you Invest your Love;  
You Invest your Life. 
 
Out of one of the most all consuming emotions know to mankind,  
great things grow. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/36XWkVkdenX
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/8LxfZQpTebV


 

 

 
 
Feb 2, 2015 
  
 “Why the sudden lifestyle change and your connection to charity?” People 
sometimes ask me. 
 
It’s quite simple, when you have viewed a Beloved struggling and going through the 
various heartbreaking stages of coping and eventually be taken with cancer, more so 
recently with my younger sister. 
 
A call to action becomes embedded within your soul. A call to do more, materialism 
and the monetary fades into the background noises of life’s ever moving landscapes, 
and the realization that it’s the spiritual elements of life, that is so profound at the 
end, that drives that call to action. 
 
We at Amour South Yorkshire want to build a portfolio of products to provide love, 
gratitude and catharsis for those who need it and to provide donations to further the 
wonderful endeavours our charity of choice, Firefly Cancer Awareness and Support 
do on a daily basis. 
 
Be a lamp, a lifeboat, a ladder. Help someone’s soul heal. Walk out of your house 
like a shepherd. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/CrzzPTR1tVd


 

 

 
 
Feb 3, 2015 
   
Someday all will be revealed. 
One day, beyond the sky, above the clouds and far away from all the Worlds 
sufferings. Compassion, Love and Justice will prevail and we will understand why. 
Until then, keep the faith. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/1WKDeJH6P2A


 

 

 
 
Feb 3, 2015 
  
Sometimes due to been entangled within Life's many twists and turns, we sometimes 
look to others to help us change. 
 
Sometimes the answers are right in front of our eyes. 
Be the change you want to see in the World! 
 
Feb 4, 2015 
  
With Hope & Conviction, anything is possible. 
 
Never give Up! 
 
The moment before you are ready to succeed is usually the moment you quit. 
Have faith! 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/TGYyYx4jUkX
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/HoSwQ3NApNH


 

 

 
 
Feb 4, 2015 
  
Today is World Cancer Day and I light this candle to burn forever in memory of my 
Beloved sister and late father, who eventually succumbed to it without stopping 
fighting to the very end. 
 
If you are someone who is fighting / or has fought, or know of someone who is still 
fighting or fought, to the very end, then this candle is lit for You too. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/KnhJMzHi6dX


 

 

 
 
Feb 4, 2015 
  
A simple image layered with a profound thought. 
 
Never lose Hope. 
 

 
 
Feb 5, 2015 
  
Be beautiful. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/7g2DcPdj6Mb
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/5KFtaE5E1p7


 

 

 
 
Sometimes, people are beautiful not in looks. Not in what they say. Just in who they 
are. 
 
Feb 5, 2015 
  
Sometimes, you have to just let Faith work its magic. 
You just have to let go. Your prayers will be answered, let the magic of Life happen! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/GnwRxakAmNy


 

 

 
 
Feb 6, 2015 
  
To immerse unconditionally in Love, is to reconnect with the Soul that resides within. 
 

 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/8vHyM14wgJA


 

 

Angels live in the hearts of those brave enough to love. 
 
Feb 6, 2015 
  
The madness of Love is one of Heavens blessing! 
True love is the greatest of all prizes! 
 

 
 
Feb 6, 2015 
  
We are together as one, for we are all connected at some level:  
atomically, emotionally or spiritually. 
 
Feb 6, 2015 
  
Your Life is yours and yours alone. 
 
In time you will realise that's all that really matters. 
In the end people will judge you anyway. Don’t live 
Your life impressing others, live it impressing yourself. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/6vrY8MQXQt5
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/N4eLvv7Wdfm
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/apvc6Y6CZ9B


 

 

 
 
 
Feb 6, 2015 
  
Sometimes you already have what’s priceless. 
The best things in Life are always free. 
If you have friendships, laughter, loyalty and love. 
There is your treasure. 
 
Feb 7, 2015 
  
Sometimes in Life, owning your own ideas about how your Life should be, and taking 
chances, are the things you will enjoy reflecting upon in your twilight years. 
 
Take a chance, you only Live once! 
Sometimes in Life if you don’t risk something, you risk everything! 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/c3ZyuCMToAh
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/SvH4RMyqzpB


 

 

 
 
Feb 7, 2015 
  
Sometimes in Life we receive a Call to Action, mine came after losing two people I 
love dearly to cancer and getting involved with trying to raise money for a wonderful 
selfless charity by creating products for You, the Public, to purchase and bestowing 
you with a wonderful gift, a stunning delivery from Interflora but more importantly, a 
donation to a selfless charity embedded within the price. 
 
Our newest creation, www.facebook.com/AmourWeddingPhotobooks need's some 
Love. 
 
If you can, please visit and hit that Like button. 
 
If someone uses our services, it in turn creates a priceless DONATION. 
 
Feb 7, 2015 
  
Once you realise you are truly an extension of the Source experiencing Life 
according to your thoughts and emotions, you will realise anything is possible. 
 
Go and be #Epic  
Play with the idea that you are eternal and more magnificent than anything you could 
possibly conceive. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/5zp3dnrViB8
http://www.facebook.com/AmourWeddingPhotobooks
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/jBpGQPKGRmw
https://plus.google.com/s/%23Epic


 

 

 
 
 
Feb 7, 2015 
  
Be empowered. 
May today bring you the peace your heart desires and the joy your soul cherishes. 
 
Feb 8, 2015 
  
We are all Worthy, it may just take extra time. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/QtxECmipCA4
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/N5zzdfKdANk


 

 

 
 
Accept love in whatever form it arrives. When Love appears, accept it. It’s God 
calling. 
 
 
Feb 8, 2015 
  
One day, I hope you'll come face to face with your value. 
 
Feb 9, 2015 
  
It all begins with us. 
(With the help of others) 
 
Love yourself from the inside out. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Gcjx9MuNvBu
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/BWvwMBvWCWA


 

 

 
 
Feb 9, 2015 
  
Sometimes we are seemingly faced with impossible tasks, what works best for me is 
to always smile because once they are conquered, who knows where they may lead! 
 
A positive mental attitude is the only attitude. 
 
Feb 9, 2015 
  
To simply exist in a world of ever changing landscapes, may see enough. To 
endlessly repeat the same daily rituals, may seem and feel satisfying but in the end, 
will you be happy toiling continually for the mundane? 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/25NxpyB8zEB
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/L2ZEnS86EXq


 

 

A deep spiritual question, for in the end that's all that will really matter. 
 
Peace of Mind 
Be Inspired & take Chances 
 
Feb 10, 2015 
 
Good morning and smile! 
You are simply a part of the Universe experiencing life! 
 

 
 
 
Feb 10, 2015 
  
Always be thankful of what you already have and you will attract more good things 
into your life. 
Gratitude gives you beautiful wings to always fly higher! 
 
Feb 10, 2015 
  
I had a dream a few years ago after my late father passed away due to the big C and 
after witnessing the fantastic work selfless people do is aiding those suffering to 
cope, I created a bespoke company to help those in need, by providing a form of 
catharsis and replacing all those negative emotions with love and compassion. 
 
It’s been a long journey but things are now coming together. With faith, 
determination, and hope, anything is possible. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/9HkRtVpj3LA
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/HnQzjCM3XZF
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/J4Hbt1oPTsj


 

 

 
Feb 11, 2015 
 
Life is a gift, enjoy every second of it! 
 

 
 
Feb 11, 2015 
 
Don’t ask what the world needs; ask what makes you come alive! 
 
Feb 11, 2015 
  
Always find yourself and be brave enough to sometimes be exposed to the world. 
 
Feb 12, 2015 
  
A few of the images from a new product line we have developed. 
 
We are launching a new platform to inspire those we love who seem to be struggling, 
to let them know they are never truly alone, and are always in our thoughts. 
 
Our Inspiration Range is a means to do this. 
 
Messages of Love collected via Facebook and printed within a beautiful perfect 
bound booklet, and presented to someone special, containing wonderful personal 
messages of Hope, Inspiration and Compassion with a wonderful gift from 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/M9oy7LkKpLh
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/iaWf8nyxtQr
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/8ST3gUsWvCh
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/DNWqifNeADy


 

 

www.interflora.co.uk as an optional extra. 
 
To be read when times seem difficult and to let them know, they are never truly 
alone. 
 
(A donation to a wonderful charity is also included within the price as with all our 
products.) 

 
 
 
Feb 12, 2015 
  
Hi everyone. My name is John Duffy, the managing director of Amour South 
Yorkshire. 
 
I am really proud of our new product line, In Memoriam, as it’s a means to provide a 
form of catharsis, for those going through grief at some level as I myself have, with 
my late father and just before Christmas, my beloved younger sister. 
 
In Memoriam was developed to change the energy connected to grieving, and in 
some regard, help to remember the wonderful and heart warming moments we all 
remember, sharing with a Beloved. 
 
The laughter, tears, happiness and joy such a process of revisiting memories, may in 
some way or form, help us all to reach the acceptance stage of bereavement, with a 
better mindset. 

http://www.interflora.co.uk/
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/SDVXhF8PeVf


 

 

 
With a stunning bouquet of flowers from www.interflora.co.uk  - The Flower Experts 
delivered to compliment and expand the feelings of love connected to such a 
venture; hopefully we can help others too. 
 
20% from profits from our low profit margins goes towards a fantastic charity, Firefly 
Cancer Awareness and Support. 
 
We are not in it for the money as other such companies charging £500+ for a similar 
service, simply to help others in their time of need. 
 
All our prices are near cost price except to allow for a donation to charity and our 
time in arranging delivery etc. 
 
Feb 12, 2015 
  
Your Life is your message to the World, make is inspiring! 
A simple statement on the surface but layered within a deeper spiritual narrative. 
 

 
 
What’s your message? 
 
Feb 13, 2015 
  
Do more and receive more...simple. 

http://www.interflora.co.uk/
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/JvuEwe8uutT
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/BZiA7v2UCRx


 

 

 
 
Kindness makes you the most beautiful person on the world no matter what you look 
like! 
 
Feb 13, 2015 
  
 Life’s never easy, for if it was, would we try as we do. 
 
The storms always pass and the sun always comes out eventually. 
Sometimes, you have to come through a few storms to truly come alive! 
 
Feb 14, 2015 
  
To show others love, you don't need to be rich, noble or successful. 
 
Three little words will do! 
 
Happy Valentines 
 
Feb 14, 2015 
  
Having Faith in Something greater than you, can provide salvation in the most trying 
of times. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/PeDfNHUQ9Gi
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/JCL4RmCmXgu
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/RMbbKRKPciu


 

 

 
 
Feb 14, 2015 
  
Sometimes all we truly need is Peace, Love & Music. 
 
All three always inspire us to greater things. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/CsbzfrfPTsf


 

 

 
 
Feb 14, 2015 
  
We are all important stories in the history of our family and friends, create a fantastic 
tale they will never forget! 
 
Your life is your greatest story; always write it with immense love, as love follows no 
rules! 
 
Feb 15, 2015 
  

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/h92m8SmnbfT
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/bRiFzGWsuHU


 

 

Always try to shine! 
Nothing can diminish the light that comes from within! 
 

 
 
Feb 15, 2015 
  
It sustains, redeems, encapsulates, reconnects and evaluates. 
 
Memories. 
 
We are all but one of many, do something memorable today. 
 
Feb 16, 2015 
  
Risk more than is required resonates on so many levels. 
 
To do something with your life, sometimes you have to step out of your comfort zone 
and embrace the unknown. 
 
Your life is a message to the world,  
Be Awesome! 
 
Feb 16, 2015 
  
When the dark clouds seemingly close in and the entire world seems to be turning 
grey and desperate, we have created a new product line to help push back the 
darkness, and dispel feelings of loneliness. 
 
Our Inspiration range is a simple platform, to gather messages of hope, love, 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/EvPmpPpiJHM
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/cQzzBgyD5Qa
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/WKRvVMewLHm


 

 

compassion and empathy, finally bestowing them to a family member or friend, 
needing reassurances in time of need. 
 
We all use social networks but sometimes forget within the hectic pace of life, that 
some may not have access to the Internet in their hour of need. 
 
Let’s inspire them with a beautifully produced book of love, compassion, inspiration 
and hope delivered with our blessings. 
 

 
 
Feb 16, 2015 
  
Been You is enough! 
 
Better to live a real life than a fake one. 
Come out of the shadows and stand like a lion, live 
Your own life according to your Light! 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/FDWq6AU3du1


 

 

 
 
Feb 16, 2015 
  
One of the greatest gifts you can bestow upon others is simply your time. 
 
Time spent with others in their hour of need is truly priceless. 
 
Feb 17, 2015 
  
It’s sometimes more easier than you think. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/314JZQ1skan
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/JRaDHZSBqtD


 

 

 
 
Find people who make you smile and feel happy. People who genuinely care and will 
call in your hour of need: Those are the keepers in life; all the others are simply 
passing through. 
 
Feb 17, 2015 
  
Sometimes if you can't help, it's those small seemingly insignificant gestures that can 
make all the difference. 
 
Reach out for someone you care for and be rewarded with a little thing called, 
"Gratitude." 
 
Feb 18, 2015 
  
It’s simple really...If you have a roof over your head, some food in the fridge and love 
all around the house. You my friend are richer than you think! 
 
Feb 19, 2015 
  
There is a great question we will one day receive the answer too, when all is fully 
revealed. 
 
"Why, why am I here?" 
 
A simple question on the surface but entwined with deeper implications. 
 
I believe we are here to love and help others when the situations present themselves 
within our lives, and I hope that’s my "Why," and that's what drive's my charity work. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/5mxV7zn4A8d
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/d6suZgnCQsu
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/BERYZZ4vpA4


 

 

 
I hope you find yours. 
 
One person can make a difference and everyone should try! 
 

 
 
Feb 19, 2015 
   
We all wonder through Life searching for something credible and self sustaining to 
carry us through the many adventures Life, can suddenly decide to bestow upon us, 
in its delightful unassuming manner. 
 
Some find Love, others a mission. 
 
Mine is entwined with both. 
 
I loved my late father and beloved sister, and raising money for a wonderful selfless 
charity is my mission. 
 
With courage, hope and divine blessings, I can achieve both. 
 
Have a wonderful day :) 
 
Feb 19, 2015 
  

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/NVAy5W2Fga1
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/ViXwui8Qr1S


 

 

If you have no family,  
make friends. 
If you have no friends,  
find some. 
 
Life is so much better sharing the experience. 
 
Feb 20, 2015 
  
A simple thought... 
Be Love / Be Light 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/4ZWBn1yRRTj


 

 

 
 
 
Feb 22, 2015 
  
If these soft eyes do not please you,  
then slowly close and see from your beating Heart,  

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/LSc1cWouzgT


 

 

for the Heart can see more Beauty and Love in Darkness 
than the eyes ever could. 
 
Feb 24, 2015 
  
People are hungry for stories as they carry fragments of a person’s soul swirling 
within each word been read. History has been read by people like you, I hope you 
enjoy the fragments of my soul laid bare before your enquiring hungry eyes. 
 
You and everyone who reads these words, let it be known that they are loved. May 

that love be so strong that fear melts, doubts disappear, and an ancient light 

emerges. May no one feel alone or disappointed. May we enter the garden together 

and feel connected throughout this day. 

  

You are not here to save the world but simply to touch the hands that are within your 

reach. 

Feb 23, 2015 
  
There is something within you, unafraid in every way. 
 
It brings an endless parade of creativity, delight, and surprise marching through your 
heart. 
 
You are so much more than you know. Keep saying yes to what you love.  
 
Discover a strength that opens up to a thousand other powers. 
 

 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/cFLjkAxhkzi
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/br6VkDT74WZ


 

 

 
Feb 26, 2015 
  
Bravery starts from Within 
 
Feb 26, 2015 
  
My number 1 rule in Life is never be taken for granted. 
 
Sometimes you have to stand your ground. 

 
 
Don’t ever mistake my silence for weakness, my silence for ignorance, my calmness 
for acceptance or my kindness for feebleness. 
 
Feb 27, 2015 
  
The Divine Mother 
 
Hear me child, and know Me for who I am. 
I have been with you since you were born, and I will stay with you until you return to 
Me at the final dusk. 
 
I am the passionate and seductive lover who inspires the poet to dream. 
I am the One who calls to you at the end of your journey. After the day is done, My 
children find their blessed rest in my embrace. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/BxY86wdF1FL
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/QNF92R8qBP3
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/hSrr1ZG25th


 

 

I am the womb from which all things are born. 
I am the shadowy, still tomb; all things must come to Me and bare their breasts to die 
and be reborn to the Whole. 
 
I am the Sorceress that will not be ruled, the Weaver of Time, and the Teacher of 
Mysteries. I snip the threads that bring my children home to me. 
 
Swallow your fear and come to me, and you will discover true beauty, strength, and 
courage. 
I am the fury which rips the flesh from injustice. 
 
I am the glowing forge that transforms your inner demons into tools of power. Open 
yourself to my embrace and overcome. 
I am the glinting sword that protects you from harm. 
 
I am the crucible in which all the aspects of you merge together in a rainbow of union. 
I am the velvet depths of the night sky, the swirling mists of midnight, shrouded in 
mystery. 
 
I am the chrysalis in which you will face that which terrifies you and from which you 
will blossom forth, vibrant and renewed. Seek me at the crossroads, and you shall be 
transformed, for once you look upon my face, there is no return. 
 
I am the fire that kisses the shackles away. I am the cauldron in which all opposites 
grow to know each other in Truth. I am the web which connects all things. 
 
I am the Healer of all wounds, the Warrior who rights all wrongs in their Time. 
I make the weak strong. I make the arrogant humble. I rise up the oppressed and 
empower the disenfranchised. I am Justice tempered with Mercy. 
 
Most importantly, child, I am you. I am part of you, and I am within you. Seek me 
within and without, and you will be strong. Know me. Venture into the dark so that 
you may awaken to Balance, Illumination, and Wholeness. Take my Love with you 
everywhere and find the Power within to be whom you wish. 
 
Feb 27, 2015 
  
Beautifully stated: Never underestimate the power you have to make a difference! 
 
 
Feb 28, 2015 
  
Always reach out for those needing love even the happiest. (He was one of a kind) 
 
I hope he's still playing to a divine audience. 
 
All it takes is a beautiful fake smile to hide an injured soul and they will never know 
how broken you really are. 

- Robin Williams 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Dm2QNKUMWe6
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/XhBA4MRPmmk


 

 

 
 
Feb 28, 2015 
  
Sometimes passion is created by dark times in life. 
 
Feb 28, 2015 
  
Ambulant Mecum (L)    Walk With Me 
 
The most important story we will write within our lifetime is not one created with ink 
but simply of choice. 
 
The past and the present are inextricably linked, but we have something called 
Choice to disentangle and rise above circumstances that created who we are due to 
our past, and present situations, but we can still rewrite our own future simply by 
choosing to Change. 
 
Our lives are moulded by choices, first we decide and then our choice makes us. 
 
What we think we become. 
 
You are different because of all those subtle things which makes you beautiful inside 
and out. 
 
Scatter kindness wherever you venture, as you never know when it may be needed 
by you in return. 
 
Always believe that you have your own unique abilities into transforming the 
impossible into reality. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/XiN3oA4mYhL
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/HYyAwTes1J8


 

 

 
End everyday with a positive thought. No matter how hard things were, tomorrow's a 
fresh opportunity to make it Better. So be it. 
 
To Live is sometimes the rarest thing in the world, some chose to simple exist and 
accept the mundane. Choose Epic. 
 
Your life is your imprint upon all you meet, be gracious, generous and gregarious. 
 
Above all have a great night wherever you are. 
 

 
 
 
Mar 1, 2015 
  
One of our new product lines created so everyone regardless of budget can have a 
quality reproduction of one of the biggest days of their lives. 
 
Some of my friends recently got married and when I enquired about seeing the 
photos, they replied that photography was far too expensive and they wouldn’t be 
able to go for a honeymoon (£500+) if they booked a photographer, so I created 
Amour Wedding Photobooks. 
 
 So nearly everybody can have a fantastic product delivered with a stunning bouquet 
of flowers from Interflora and a donation to charity included within all prices quoted. 
 
Have a great Sunday. 
 
Mar 1, 2015 
  
It’s simple. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/M3SGf7MxVoV
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/haQfggj4CE2


 

 

 
 
Mar 2, 2015 
 
All things are possible through invitation and love. 
 
 
Mar 2, 2015 
  
We Are Magnificent Beings. We are divine love, the only time we are truly our 
authentic selves is when we are expressing or feeling love, everything else is ego. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/VnzHUtk5NMg
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/jRCNxqjRXQu


 

 

We came to this world to express love, to be love and to learn to love our own 
magnificence. So shine! 
 
Mar 5, 2015 
  
With age comes wisdom. 
 
As you get older, you find happiness is not simply embedded in how much you make 
or how many degrees you have or how fancy your car is. 
 
It is in finding peace, joy, and a calmness in your life that will soon become the most 
important thing for you. 
 
Your family are what matters to you; love is what matters to you. Things of quality not 
quantity. 
 
Mar 6, 2015 
  
Dare to believe for we are truly Magnificent, the road may seem lonely at times but 
pause and look around, you are surrounded by fellow travellers trying to unravel the 
mysteries of Life #friendsfromeverywhere 
 
It’s surprising when you reach out into the Universe, the people you meet! 
 

 
 
Mar 7, 2015 
  
Sometimes we forget to pause and take in the wonderful views she provides. 
Mother Earth 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/C8vcZtYZW4N
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/gmjg8fkZVpc
https://plus.google.com/s/%23friendsfromeverywhere
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/jQwtBpJFMd4


 

 

 
 
Mar 7, 2015 
  
Friend’s shape who we become. 
Each new friend we meet opens us up to newer possibilities we might have never 
known. 
 

 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/baHUtUFnxXU


 

 

Mar 8, 2015 
  
To be rich is not about what you have but what you feel. 
Life’s greatest riches has nothing to do with money. 
 

 
 
 
Mar 8, 2015 
  
Sharing leads to so much more. 
 
Mar 8, 2015 
  
A simple message we should all sometimes heed, myself included. 
 
Never get so busy making a living that you forget to make a life! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/6LXn4bNycLh
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/PjDtoCUb7R1
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/FgNwPTg92VL


 

 

 
 
Mar 9, 2015 
  
Do you believe In Magic? 
You are like a genie in a bottle, when you pull out the cork of fear, you unleash the 
magic of you! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/QCD8YxNuuUz


 

 

 
 
Mar 9, 2015 
  
I am a great believer in creating your own destiny in this merry landscape we call life.  
 
At this very moment I have a call to action to create my own production company 
doing short films! 
 
Let's see how far willpower, faith and determination takes me! 
 
Have great day from a wet England #rain 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/6di7XLeanXZ
https://plus.google.com/s/%23rain


 

 

Mar 9, 2015 
  
Advice of a lifetime. 
God only told you to love people not impress them! 
 
Mar 11, 2015 
  
To be truly free in a World seeming consumed with opinions and critical analysis, is 
sometimes hard to do, but having the inner strength of perseverance and faith in 
something Unknown to guide you, will get you where you need to be. 
 
Free yourself from the limitations others have placed on you and your world will be 
transformed! 
 

 
 
Mar 11, 2015 
  
We are both spiritual and physical incarnated beings experiencing life and the many 
challenges that we must overcome, makes us but stronger. 
 
Good night from the UK 
 
Mar 12, 2015 
  
May each one of us radiate our magnificent inner light because we are as one in 
spirit. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/VKfZz3cCMFH
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/PMn3eRwK6bT
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/dVPBVGW8txL
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/hmivKJV2qLF


 

 

 
 
Mar 13, 2015 
  
Our whole business model is centred around creating and engaging memories as 
depending upon the projects, they can provide catharsis, reflections of a beautiful 
occasion or create a visual flashbulb memory to always return too.  
 
We donate to a wonderful charity from all products and deliver a stunning bouquet of 
flowers from Interflora, to enhance the emotional experience for the recipient. 
 
Its simple really, memories define who we are in the history of family and friends, we 
want to be a means for future generations to reconnect with you. 
 
Mar 17, 2015 
  
An intriguing question, did others shape you or did you find yourself? 
Can you remember who you were before the world told you who to be? 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/JuPmtJY3NF2
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/RjviUGeyHcY


 

 

 
 
Mar 18, 2015 
  
With faith, anything is possible. 
Have a great day. 
 
There is always a way! 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/5dNSJhJ9prR


 

 

 
 
 
Mar 18, 2015 
  
Strive not to be a success but of value. 
To help others is to find oneself. 
 
Mar 21, 2015 
  
Our story begins at birth, fill each chapter with love, compassion, empathy and 
respect but more importantly, seek happiness. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/gHGz1KmYPXV
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/2VvrrpKxDFG


 

 

 
 
Mar 23, 2015 
  
There are certain people in Life who have an ability to find and leave joy wherever 
they venture. Be one. 
 
Mar 23, 2015 
  
An adventure starts when we can walk. #explore 
If life was easy, where would all the adventures be? 
 
Mar 24, 2015 
  
As we grow as individuals, we create our own reality tunnels which we slumber within 
insulated from the world and her preying eyes, but if life was meant to be so insular 
why are we born with the ability to explore? 
 
Reach out and do something inspirational, leave a heart print on those you meet, it’s 
why you are here! 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Z7tYFPqidpT
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/R4y3YAxBY4j
https://plus.google.com/s/%23explore
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/HRKoNd8vnHh


 

 

 
 
How you make others feel about themselves says a lot about you. 
 
Mar 24, 2015 
  
The Suns out in the UK. Have a great day. 
 
Mar 24, 2015 
  
Choices dominate our every moment. 
 
Choose wisely... Life is too short to argue and fight with the past, count your 
blessings 
value your love ones and move on with your head held high. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/DKbCD1Zcgcn
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/VZgUDfu7bD8


 

 

 
 
Mar 25, 2015 
  
The ability to smile when all seems lost is a magnificent gift we should all learn to 
nurture. 
 
Hope usually prevails in most cases anyway... 
 
Mar 26, 2015 
  
Good morning from the UK 
With a new day comes new strengths. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Cx4sH57tg8v
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/ATs9jGXYAze


 

 

 
 
Mar 26, 2015 
  
When someone you love succumbs to life's many hazards, if the stories of 
reincarnation are true, you will meet again as love transcends time.... 
 
Mar 27, 2015 
  
Sometimes the journey to seek the perfect life is the imperfection of living. 
 
The journey we all lead sometimes takes us down the path less taken and when we 
arrive, its perfection. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/dEVwzf5jZWX
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/XN8aWGuMHig


 

 

 
 
Life does not have to be beautiful to be perfect! 
 
 
Mar 27, 2015 
  
Always find time for family or friends for your support could be priceless...  
 
Sometimes the hardest of battles are fought behind a fake smile and friendly 
conversations. 
 
Mar 28, 2015 
  
What about you? 
I aspire to be a giver of good love, good vibes and a giver of strength. 
 
Mar 28, 2015 
  
Regardless of the persecution you might face from others, doing what feels right is 
Right! 
Stand up for what you believe in even if it means standing alone! 
 
Mar 29, 2015 
  
Within all adversity, don't dilute who you really are to fit in. 
 
You will love and not be loved back. Give and not receive. Help and be left helpless. 
Teach and not be taught. Forgive and be forgotten. Pray and be cursed by others. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/DHR4Nkw5xhy
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/9TKjhbWDiTV
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/L2QLR4M2o4N
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/EXLnNR5nEj1


 

 

You may be unloved, unnoticed, unliked or unappreciated BUT never let anyone stop 
you for being you. Because you are the one stretching, growing and rising. 
 

 
 
Mar 29, 2015 
  
Step out of the shadows and SHINE... 
 
Don't just dream it, breathe it into being! 
 
Be amongst the few who dare to follow their dreams. 
 
 Mar 30, 2015 
  
Sometimes it’s the smallest of gestures that mean the most.  
You have not lived today unless you have done something for someone who can 
never repay you. 
 
Mar 30, 2015 
  
Be free! 
Beware the barrenness of a busy life. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/9jQsKimBqAg
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/2HTdu9QQckU
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/8Nk9soffRsk


 

 

If you live your life worried about whats going to happen next, you will miss out on 
whats right in front of you. 
 

 
 
Mar 31, 2015 
  
Wise words... . 
 
Life is a series of natural and spontaneous changes. Don’t resist them  - that only 
creates sorrow. Let reality be reality. Let things flow naturally forward in what ever 
manner they like. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/RhGBX5F762d


 

 

 
 
Mar 31, 2015 
  
It’s a bit windy in the UK, have a great day wherever you are. 
 
Mar 31, 2015 
  
How do you see? 
 
With your Eyes or Soul? 
 
Mar 31, 2015 
  
With great Love, always following subtly is great Hope.... 
With great love comes a miracle! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/jQAXmLDwM9n
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/RPyuLrc1vBq
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/efL8trhEEfU


 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Apr 1, 2015 
  
When reflecting upon the World and its many interwoven tapestries of destructive 
events that constantly fill our minds when reading, viewing or hearing the news, a 
silent question suddenly arises within my mind of mixed emotions. 
 
How different would the World be if we all embraced our differences expressing 
compassion, empathy and love? 
 
A different place indeed! 
 
Apr 1, 2015 
 
Be selective in your battles, sometimes peace is better than been right! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/9WA9eQSVz1f
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/23mtuz4e2JB


 

 

 
 
Apr 2, 2015 
  
By doing something to help others, we are all subtly changing the World just that little 
bit more for the greater good.  
 
Apr 2, 2015 
  
When we embrace those we love and bestow kindness to others, they and us, will 
bloom like flowers basking in a hot summer's sun. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/PpfYQG7a1Ns
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/hu9YRZEAzKv


 

 

 
 
Apr 3, 2015 
 
If you want to awaken all of humanity, then awaken yourself, if you want to eliminate 
suffering in the world, and then eliminate all that is dark and negative in yourself. 
Truly, the greatest gift you have to give is self-transformation. 
 
Apr 3, 2015 
  
A simple statement layered within a deeper spiritual narrative. 
 
With hope in our hearts, anything is possible!!! 
 
Apr 3, 2015 
  
 A very wise lady once said.....Try and be but a beautiful rainbow in someone’s 
clouds! 
 
Apr 3, 2015 
  
In the midst of our lives there comes a silent tipping point, do we continue insulated 
in our sometimes materialistic lifestyles or do we seek to help others? 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/dmUeTJwYomr
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/TrDoCaftity
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/6vBDtz6dMdY
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/V7pPVDpeKS1


 

 

 
For all those who venture to the latter, I salute you as I join your swelling ranks! 
 
Apr 4, 2015 
  
Love Life 
 
Express it every day for tomorrow is neither promised nor ordained. 
Fall deeply in Love. With rawness, delicacy, new life and with all senses. 
Fall in Love with you, me and love itself! 
 

 
 
Apr 3, 2015 
  
We as travellers in life are well met. 
If my words touch just one person then I am blissfully grateful. 
 
Apr 4, 2015 
  
Leave a memory they will never forget, don't be just a distant memory that slowly 
fades with the passage of time. 
 
Do something that inspires enflames but more importantly, ignites the passion of 
others as you venture upon your journey of self discovery throughout the many 
adventures of your Life. 
 
Apr 5, 2015 
  
Do you believe as I do? 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/R3VnYQdWDyy
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/U2bcL8qwMEj
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/C9KKP1CP1V9
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/WRmGuaRVwjY


 

 

Believe there IS good in the world! 
 

 
 
Apr 5, 2015 
  
Have a great day wherever you are from the UK 
 
Apr 5, 2015 
  
Happy Easter 
8 Rules for a better life: 

1. Never Hate 
2. Never worry 
3. Live simply 
4. Expect little 
5. Always smile 
6. Live with love 
7. Give a lot 
8. Best of all, be with God 

 
Apr 6, 2015 
  
Good morning. 
Yesterday has gone, tomorrow has yet to come. We only have today so let us begin! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/jop3oZZdNw9
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Z7EkGqbR1dH
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Ug55eLG8sLj


 

 

 
 
Apr 6, 2015 
 
Welcome every morning with a smile! 
 
Apr 7, 2015 
  
If we don't pursue our dreams, are we mere automated human beings in the making? 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/dBR1cY6d5Na
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/T45YkvtK1UG


 

 

 
 
When a person finds the courage to transcend peer pressure and societies 
sometimes harsh view of them doing something rather different, from regularly 
consuming the daily diet of Television, they add to the greater good and join the 
ranks of the millions of others who have done so and are still doing so. 
 
Be one. 
 
Remember to Dream. 
 
For Dreams make the Future. 
 
Apr 8, 2015 
  
Although it may sometimes seem that we are constantly living immersed within a 
dystopian society, find your own inner freedom. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/WexT95YU2fL


 

 

Freedom is been yourself without permission! 
 

 
 
Apr 7, 2015 
  
Want to be Brilliant? 
 
Be Kind. 
 
To bestow kindness upon other's you meet, always takes a brilliant mind. 
 
Apr 8, 2015 
  
One of the simplest ways to Love is to embrace all the little imperfections you deem 
you have based upon societies inaccurate misconstrued perception of how you 
should be. 
 
Been at peace with oneself will always attract the better things in life. 
 
An Attitude of Gratitude will always evoke the Laws of Attraction. 
 
Its now no longer a Secret. 
 
When nobody celebrates you, celebrate yourself! 
 
Apr 9, 2015 
  
As you venture through life's many adventures, always carry hopes bright light deep 
within. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/eGjForcoeSk
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/dwH16nVMWML
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/i5Y3Vemwguj


 

 

 
For with Hope, anything is Possible. 
 

 
 
Apr 9, 2015 
  
Sometimes the more simple explanations gather the best results, trust that inner 
voice you hear for your instincts are rarely wrong. 
 
The problem with modern living is sometimes down to noise. 
 
Too much noise and over thinking. 
 
Noise drowns out our inner voice and then we over think. 
 
Sometimes the serenity of visiting Mother Nature and her profound sense of 
tranquillity will restore balance. 
 
Apr 24, 2015 
  
Within each moment we live we should strive to create great memories.  
 
With this mind, I have embarked into unknown territories to create further 
opportunities to raise money for charity. 
 
We are going to create an uplifting track to be sold on iTunes and 50% will be given 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/ejuiPsThyPw
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/ZbaXXoQHkaT


 

 

to charity. 
 
So far a few wonderful singers have applied particularly of noted interest; the 
resident soprano at Harrods’s who has performed at the House of Lords. 
 
We are here but once, creating new strands of Hope in a sometimes difficult situation 
is always rewarding on a spiritual level. 
 
Have a great day wherever you are. 
 
Apr 26, 2015 
  
A wise and noble gentleman once stated a simple narrative, if we are all connected 
at some level and if we all began extending kindness and compassion to others we 
meet in life, could we change the world a person at a time? 
 
I hope so. 
 
Have a great day wherever you are. 
Learn to see. Realise how everything connects everything else. 
 

 
 
Apr 28, 2015 
  
Second artist on board, Jake Maddocks. 
Recently play listed on BBC Radio. 
Great news! 
 
Apr 29, 2015 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/DBcAL7RuZAf
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/GQqbRcfJHh4
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/NYcvhYfyYqt


 

 

  
Our DJ of International Acclaim. 
 
Kika Terremoto 
 
This project has the potential to be huge. 
 
A Band Aid type track for a wonderful charity supporting those on a daily basis trying 
their best to conquer cancer. 
 
Apr 30, 2015 
 
Don’t you know it yet! 
It’s your Light that lights up the world! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/XimVjugUr3i


 

 

 
 
Apr 30, 2015 
 
Love is energy; pass it forward for it starts with us. 
 
May 2, 2015 
  

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/61cr3vjSdtY
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/4gQ2wxZ6PRn


 

 

Good morning. 
 
Do something epic today. Be a blessing Be a friend, encourage, take time to care. 
Let words heal not wound. 
 
May 2, 2015 
  
When one comes face to face with the sad inevitability of life's many deceptive 
guiles, one thought resonates stronger than the rest. 
 
It’s not about materialism or the monetary value of life that really matters but simply 
the spiritual. 
 
If you have loving family, great friends then you are already richer than you think. 
 
We are here but once, express an attitude of gratitude wherever you go and above 
all celebrate life. 
 
Celebrate Love! 
 

 
 
May 3, 2015 
  
To all the volunteer's, charity workers, and the many other selflessly devoted 
individuals,  
this post is for you. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/BucoQLSjPY8
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/NhyR9AhNpyn


 

 

 
 
Salute 
 
May 3, 2015 
  
A simple virtue on the surface but within the deceptive nature of life, hard to find. 
 
Dig deep within and shine! 
 
Find passion. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/WsQv2aivufT


 

 

 
 
May 5, 2015 
  
To immerse unconditionally in Love, is to reconnect with the Soul that resides within. 
Angels live within those willing to experience love 
  
Embrace the Lost, Console the Broken, Befriend the Lonely and Kiss those tears 
Away. 
  
May 5, 2015 
  
Just a simple thought. 
Give all your worries to God for he cares about you. 
 
Good night from the UK 
 
May 7, 2015 
  
Convert that Fear into Passion. 
Miracles start to happen when you give as much energy to your dreams as you give 
your fears! 
 
Have a great day from the UK 
 
May 8, 2015 
  

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/gmApmGy1M8U
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/F8q3CTgoJr7
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/i5iL5cN8Kau
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Zh13GCNEXtY


 

 

Pure love is a willingness to give without thought of expecting anything in return. 
 
Sometimes the smallest of seemingly insignificant actions can have the biggest 
impact upon the lives we encounter. 
 
From kind words to a warm embrace, contribute to the greater good of humanity by 
giving with no expectations. 
 

 
 
May 9, 2015 
  
You are braver than you think! 
 Have a great day. 
 
May 13, 2015 
  
Sometimes Faith is enough. 
It always seems impossible until it is done. 
 
May 13, 2015 
  
A quote from one of the greats which underpins the difference between those who 
seek change and those who simply follow the different trends the social engineers 
deem worthy of following. 
 
Only the self sufficient stand alone -most follow the crowd and imitate 
 
#beyou Its enough 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/73G5DtrDypC
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/J7jjcZNUb9Q
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/8pQvET3Z5Ej
https://plus.google.com/s/%23beyou


 

 

May 17, 2015 
  
Have a great day making and engaging in that spectacular occasion we sometimes 
take for granted. #life 
Celebrate your life everyday! 
 
May 19, 2015 
  
As you journey through the many adventures that Life in its unprecedented wisdom 
bestows upon you, always remember, it’s what's inside that really counts. 
 
People know your name not your story. They’ve heard what you have done but not 
what you have been through. 
 
So take their opinions with a grain of salt. In the end, it’s not what others think, it’s 
what’s you think that matters in the end! 
 

 
 
May 21, 2015 
  
Beauty lies in Surrender 
 
May 21, 2015 
  
You are not here to save the world but simply to touch the hands that are within your 
reach. 
 
May 22, 2015 
  

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/6gj67v4C1Ji
https://plus.google.com/s/%23life
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/HGfiATAh2qb
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Wgfaqk4j6Dg
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/XA3afaeG44K
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/haHNCA6LxL9


 

 

Just a thought... 
Don’t take things personally, what other people say about you is their reality not 
yours! 
Keep playing! 
 

 
 
Have a great Friday. 
 
May 23, 2015 
  
Good morning and an uplifting thought to carry you through the weekend. 
The best feeling in the World is knowing that you mean something to someone! 
 
From family to friends, someone loves you. 
 
May 24, 2015 
  
Have a great Sunday doing something wonderful. 
 
Looking behind, I am filled with gratitude, looking forward; I am filled with vision. 
Looking upwards, I am filled with strength, looking within, I discovered peace. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/V4sGKvjvGC4
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/hn1T8HZBLev


 

 

 
 
May 25, 2015 
  
To be kind is not always measured in money but simply your actions, a warm smile, 
loving embrace or an inspired conversation.  
 
It can make all the difference. 
 
Good morning. 
 
May 30, 2015 
  
 
Sending love to all who are working hard to elevate, inspire, create and allow 
humanity to reach their greatest potential. 
 
May 31, 2015 
  
Good morning. 
May the Sun bring you new energy by day, may the Moon softly restore you by night. 
May the rain wash away your worries, may the breeze blow new strength into your 
being. May you gently walk through the world and know all its beauty all the days of 
your life. 
 
May 31, 2015 
 
Help people even if they cannot help you back. 
 
May 31, 2015 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/epE4Mzwitcp
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/8S5FYNAbZ6J
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/44cRLwikbqm
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/8aqcse96rLY
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/fhHJggGReKs


 

 

  
Real eyes, Realise! 
Be blessed those who view beautiful things in humble places. 
 
Jun 1, 2015 
  
A simple gesture could be all the difference. 
Help someone, you might be the only person who does! 
 

 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/L4FsWEG2JKG


 

 

 
Jun 1, 2015 
  
You are more powerful than you think! 
 
“Put your hand on your heart,” the old man said. “Inside you, there is a power, there 
are ideas, thoughts no one has ever thought of, there is the strength to love, purely 
and intensely, and to have someone love you back – it’s full of compliments, and the 
power to change lives and futures. Don’t forget that power and don’t give up on it. 
 
Jun 2, 2015 
  
Inspired words from an inspiration. 
 
Never ever be afraid to do what’s right! 
Society’s punishments are small compared to the wounds we inflict on our souls by 
looking the other way. 
 
Jun 3, 2015 
 
I do not exist to impress anyone but myself. 
If all people thought along those lines, what a happier place Life would be don't you 
agree? 
 
Jun 3, 2015 
 
Good friends are harder to find, harder to leave and impossible to forget! 
If you are lucky to have some, treasure them. 
 
If not make some. 
 
Jun 4, 2015 
  
Ambulant Mecum (L) Walk With Me 
 
The most important story we will write within our lifetime is not one created with ink 
but simply of choice. 
 
The past and the present are inextricably linked, but we have something called 
Choice to disentangle and rise above circumstances that created who we are due to 
our past, and present situations, but we can still rewrite our own future simply by 
choosing to Change. 
 
Our lives are moulded by choices, first we decide and then our choices makes us. 
 
What we think we become. 
 
You are different because of all those subtle things which makes you beautiful inside 
and out. 
 
Scatter kindness wherever you venture, as you never know when it may be needed 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/7mrEpBb84VH
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/NA5AuxrJCV8
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/F37h5nre9fL
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/RawSigrDV5r
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/4P4wjoYaL7h


 

 

by you in return. 
 
Always believe that you have your own unique abilities into transforming the 
impossible into reality. 
 
End everyday with a positive thought. No matter how hard things were, tomorrow's a 
fresh opportunity to make it Better.  
 
So be it. 
 
To Live is sometimes the rarest thing in the world, some chose to simple exist and 
accept the mundane.  
 
Choose Epic. 
 
Your life is your imprint upon all you meet, be gracious, generous and gregarious. 
 
Above all have a great night wherever you are. 
The size of your audience does not matter. 
 

 
 
Jun 5, 2015 
  
It's Friday and here's a thought from an enlightened spirit to carry you through the 
weekend. 
Love and compassion are necessities not luxuries – without them mankind cannot 
survive. 
 
Good morning from the UK 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/EUVpgRK79hx


 

 

 
Jun 6, 2015 
  
Memories. 
Some memories never fade. 
 
Jun 6, 2015 
 
When you face difficult times, know that challenges are not sent to destroy you. They 
are sent to promote, increase and strengthen you. 
 
Jun 6, 2015 
 
You don’t need a reason to help people. 
  
Simply your time for you never know why they are there.  
 

 
 
Jun 8, 2015 
  
To live in love but for a second is worthy of a lifetime. 
 
Jun 9, 2015 
  

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/XZdi5fm7tgG
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/QGYUfwUHxy4
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/1D9iqPLUaZE
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/MXa45A6PCQY
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Enz3w24CWVT


 

 

The seduction of worldly desire is always seeking to manipulate and deceive the 
mind.  
 
Only desire what you need and be free! 
 
Jun 9, 2015 
  
Be you, it’s always enough. 
Avoid losing yourself by copying everyone else! 
 
Jun 10, 2015 
  
Sometimes our eyes are clouded by mistaken trust, see those who seek your time or 
advise with real eyes because real eyes realise!  
 
Spend time with those who love you unconditional not only when it suits them! 
 

 
 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/foDpALx2ydh
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/2RFJzkpsHRb


 

 

Jun 10, 2015 
  
If you could pick only three words to describe yourself, what would you pick? 
 
My three? 
 
I am Passionate, Compassionate with Serenity. 
 
Jun 11, 2015 
  
To dream is to create, if the world never had visionaries, how bland would life be. 
 
Seek to create, so be it. 
The world is never too old to accept visionaries! 
 
Jun 12, 2015 
  
Within our Lifetime, we must endure the heartache of loss at some time or another. 
 
Never feel alone for they never truly leave you, for in the heart, they live eternally. 
 

 
 
Jun 12, 2015 
   
Memories are said to be the scribe of the Soul and those memories will resonate with 
someone, somewhere, forever. 
 
Jun 12, 2015 
  

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/h5KE7tNSz7n
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/FcECmEyc8Wx
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/jXnPq78LtD1
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/ajPW4RevBPo
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/KtWPa2uNHop


 

 

Let your light shine! 
The lamps may be different but the Light is the same. 
 

 
 
Jun 13, 2015 
  
Been blessed doesn't just mean by blood alone, anyone who cares for you and offers 
shelter from the sometimes dark parts of life we must conquer to move forward, they 
are true family.  
 
Home is where the heart is, surrounded by those who truly cherish you. 
 
Jun 13, 2015 
  
Sometimes in life we hold back for fear of what others think if we want to do things 
differently. 
You have a unique song to sing, a wonderful message to deliver! 
 
It's your song and your life alone, don't ever be afraid to sing! 
 
Jun 13, 2015 
  
Regardless of age, reconnect with your inner child and view life from a previous 
perspective! 
 
The view might surprise you. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/BR4eBGP5u6q
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/HNKNEcwWeD5
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/UfZosa6qZRv


 

 

 
 
Jun 13, 2015 
 
One day we will forget the pain, the reasons we cried and who caused the hurt, we 
will finally know the secret of being free is simply not revenge but of letting go. Letting 
things evolve of their own freewill. 
 
After all what really a matter is not the first few chapters of life but simply the last 
chapter that will show how well we ran the race. So smile, believe, laugh and love all 
over again. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/PX1ZXcimoUv


 

 

 
 
Jun 14, 2015 
  
All we sometimes require to function in Life is simply:  
 
Music, Love & Peace. 
 
Beauty lies in surrender. 
 
Surrender to at least one. 
 
Jun 14, 2015 
 
Each day we are reborn from the deep slumber of sleep to start anew. Each morning 
we wake, is a chance to do something different from yesterday, may a day filled with 
bliss and new opportunities surround and envelope you. 
 
Jun 15, 2015 
  
Have a great week doing something good. 
Remember God does not look at your forms, deeds or possessions but rather at your 
heart, deeds and actions. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/W5937aQbDmq
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/1ouAfkp2geF
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/GHphFgvfWk3


 

 

 
 
Jun 16, 2015 
  
Always be courageous and speak for truth. 
 
Sometimes turning a blind eye may seem easier but as history shows, where it can 
lead, can be monumental. 
 
Be the Light that helps others see! 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/XkkwAmSQ7rw


 

 

 
Jun 16, 2015 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/CtnSsUhrC7H


 

 

  
Face all challenges with a just heart and you will avail. 
 
Jun 17, 2015 
 
Love is the Souls light, have you seen it yet? 
It can appear suddenly anywhere! 
 

 
 
Jun 17, 2015 
  
To learn is to embrace all our weakness. 
A deep spiritual narrative. 
To be old and wise you must have to be young and foolish! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Wc5dHZwA2vH
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/RTLNMWHpoQo


 

 

 
 
Jun 18, 2015 
  
To hold on to a situation you cannot change is sometimes made easier by just letting 
go. 
 
What will be, will be. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/7koESAeJaP6


 

 

One of the happiest moments ever, is when you find the courage to let go of what 
you simply cannot change. 
 

 
 
Jun 19, 2015 
  
We are here, it seems for one thing. 
 
Veni, Vidi, Amavi. 
I came, I saw, I loved. 
 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/9NLwFfm2LAd


 

 

 
 
Jun 19, 2015 
  
Have an inspirational Friday. 
Don’t let someone dim you’re Light simply because it’s shining so bright! 
 
Jun 20, 2015 
  
All things it may seem are connected at some level. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/RYxCzzYPpAw
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Yt2zCnLEYF4


 

 

 
 
Humankind has not woven the web of life. We are but one thread within it. Whatever 
we do to the web, we do to ourselves. All things are bound together. All things 
connect. 
 
Jun 20, 2015 
  
Have a weekend full of bliss wherever you are. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/cd78CreCrnD


 

 

 
Jun 21, 2015 
  
Have a great Sunday! 
 
There is no Peace unless peace is within. 
 

 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/K5zR9mhoDTu


 

 

Jun 22, 2015 
  
Good morning wherever you are. 
With the new day comes new strengths and new thoughts! 
 
Jun 23, 2015 
  
Do something wonderful, someone might imitate you! 
Why? Why not! 
 
Good Morning! 
 
Jun 27, 2015 
  
Have a great weekend! 
Reach out and always offer help! 
 
Our fingerprints never fade from the hearts and lives we have touched! 
 

 
 
Jun 30, 2015 
  
A rather simple narrative but with a deeper translation. 
Memories are truly flowers of the soul. They bloom brighter when you are happy and 
bring you comfort when you are low. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Ew19kKJLWep
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/citBAJcA3eR
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/A1VyG4nF5FF
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/R9ptTCzdYVo


 

 

 
Good night! 
 
Jul 2, 2015 
  
 As we express our gratitude we must never forget the highest form of appreciation is 
not to simply utter mere words but to live them. 
 
Never let a day pass without embracing with gratitude all it contains, appreciating 
and revelling within all moments which appear transitory and fleeting. 
 
Expressing gratitude will attract more such wondrous occasions. 
 
All the riches within this world can never compare to the priceless wealth you already 
have; The Love within. Good books, great friends, loving family, can one have too 
much of them? 
 
Don’t wait for a special occasion, everyday is a blessing, our feelings make us 
human, accept, embrace then release them. 
 
Being Spiritual has nothing to do with what you believe but everything to do with your 
state of being. 
 
The happiest people are sometimes those lost in the selfless service of the needy. 
 
Never sacrifice who you are for someone else. 
 
Be strange, weird, deep, mysterious and unfathomable, someone out there seeks 
you. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/a6ci7LL7V57


 

 

 
Your life is your story, paint it with love as love is the greatest of all publishers. 
 
Be Inspired / Love Life 
 
Jul 3, 2015 
  
How and why I started Amour South Yorkshire. 
 
To bring Love & Light in a sometimes dark situation. 
 
It all started with our Memorial Range. 
 
Life’s a journey, if we can help others, we must. 
 
Jul 4, 2015 
  
What we have once enjoyed we can never lose. All that we love deeply becomes a 
part of us. 
 
Jump in Life is waiting! 
 

 
 
 
Jul 5, 2015 
   
Sometimes we are simply blessed to know someone magnificent! 
 
Jul 6, 2015 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/DhfaYMnjvDr
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/PyjAkrqMGbP
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/dcoY3wmcXSn
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/GuW2L9mmw4i


 

 

   
Music is a wonderful form of catharsis. 
 
Music, laughter and tears, they all intertwined. 
Sometimes it’s not the music that makes you emotional but simply the people you 
think of when listening to it. 
 
Jul 15, 2015 
 
Simply try. 
Practise kindness everyday and all day and you will realise you are already in 
Heaven. 
 
Jul 16, 2015 
  
Why memories are important. 
Beautiful moments captured in Life will be enjoyed by future generations! 
 

 
 
Jul 17, 2015 
  
One of our product ranges which was simply developed to provide a form of catharsis 
for those enduring the sometimes painful process the loss of a beloved can 
sometimes bring. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Pc8aFi17isi
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/DJcpZEZdmR2
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/iuJt1U6rHc6


 

 

 
Memories are exquisite they touch the Soul. 
 
Jul 23, 2015 
  
Our latest product line, a simple white tee shirt which carries a simple message on 
the surface but layered with a deeper significance. 
 
Catharsis 
kəˈθɑːsɪs/ 
noun 
noun: catharsis; plural noun: catharses 
1. 
the process of releasing, and thereby providing relief from, strong or repressed 
emotions. 
 
Our Memorial product line was simply developed to provide a form of this, the 
selection process involving the choice of photographs, placements etc will help to 
revisit the stories embedded within each photograph, the laughter, memories and 
hopefully to change the mindset, helping to release pent up emotions that grief 
sometimes brings. 
 
"Change your Emotions, Change your Life." 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/iVqPeFgfpYu


 

 

 
 
Jul 23, 2015 
  
A simple thought but with great depth. 
Spend your life with who makes you happy not who you try to impress! 
Good Morning. 
 
Jul 27, 2015 
  
Always take photographs for they capture those precious moments, for sometimes 
moments are lost forever. 
 
Jul 28, 2015 
  
Your heart is free, follow it! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/We8isBUNn1r
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/eUY9FaidCgH
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/JeRkdBuz7BU


 

 

 
 



 

 

Good night. 
 
Jul 29, 2015 
 
I am not this hair, I am not this skin. I am the Soul that resides within. 
  

 
  
It's always been what's on the inside that really counts. 
 
Jul 30, 2015 
  
SMILE! 
  
Sometimes it’s the simple things in Life that are the most precious. 
 
Aug 1, 2015 
  
Sometimes in life it's the little things that matters. 
The best feeling in the world is when someone appreciates everything about you that 
someone else took for granted! 
Have a great weekend! 
 
Aug 2, 2015 
   
Life has always been about challenging oneself. To truly live, one must sometimes 
step out of the shadows of Safety and shine! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/HeEhXfk7yDs
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/LipShCYumkD
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/GsKercBePQh
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/3hVJfS3h2WX


 

 

 
 
Have a great day. 
 
Aug 2, 2015 
  
We rise by helping others. 
 
Aug 6, 2015 
  
With help, we can overcome just about anything! 
 
Have a fantastic day. 
 
Aug 11, 2015 
  
Good morning! 
 
Be a reflection of what you would to see in others. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/79mvDh9Fi9j
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/caDjA3sKekb
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/6yABypY8wst


 

 

 
 
 
Aug 12, 2015 
 
You were born with the ability to change someone’s life. Don’t ever waste it! 
 
Aug 12, 2015 
  
It's not always the materialistic that matters in Life but simply the spiritual. 
 
Aug 13, 2015 
  
Hope has a way of reaching down into a weary heart and making it rise like the 
morning Sun. 
Keep your Faith. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/LdVuozZtobV
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/6nqQgzZSJ8s
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/hCQtUGrA88g


 

 

 
 
Aug 16, 2015 
   
Always have an attitude of gratitude. 
There is always, always something to be grateful for! 
 
Have a fantastic Sunday! 
 
Aug 16, 2015 
  
Having fantastic family or friends can make all the difference. 
Sometimes, we need someone to be there. Not to fix anything or do anything in 
particular but to just let us feel that we are cared for and supported.  
 
Aug 17, 2015 
 
Go forth, design and live out your exceptional Life. Serva Fidem (L) 
Keep the Faith. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/cUtoH8AZzMw
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/bHpygPeKHdf
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/L5z16miev1H


 

 

 
  
 Good morning. Have a fantastic Monday! 
 
 Aug 17, 2015 
  
Time is the overseer of all things; things can change in the blink of an eye. 
 
Be good #do good! 
 
Aug 17, 2015 
  
By helping others, we get rich spiritually, what we carry inside is simply a priceless 
currency! 
 
Aug 18, 2015 
 
Is chance a creation of human thinking or are our lives predetermined? I believe, 
what we need, we receive. Have a fantastic day. 
 
Aug 19, 2015 
  
Sometimes, you just have to Surrender and trust in a higher power. 
Let go, Love has You. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/E3E62HV8JDt
https://plus.google.com/s/%23do
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/hDKKSEmMwns
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Nf3vkSs4ymX
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/7hLhddt9UM9


 

 

 
 
Aug 20, 2015 
  
 By helping others, when we can, we define our character even more so. 
 
To do something, rather than simply fade into the monotonous hum of a mundane 
life, can be rather rewarding on a personal level. 
 
Education, talent, riches or whatever else you deem you have to offer the world; how 
you treat others defines your integrity. 
 
Have a fantastic day! 
 
Aug 21, 2015 
  
Sometimes, you just have to rise to whatever Life throws at you. #Faith 
Life does not get easier but you get stronger! 
 
Aug 22, 2015 
  
All things are connected. What you think, you become. 
 
Think Epic! 
Change your thoughts, change your world! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/4t3EjwPvb93
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/QomVrmfsUxP
https://plus.google.com/s/%23Faith
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/LSiVandZX2K


 

 

 
 
Have a fantastic weekend! 
 
Aug 23, 2015 
  
With passion, everything is possible! 
NEVER GIVE UP! 
Good night. 
 
Aug 23, 2015 
 
Love sees no colour or gender but consumes all who welcomes her! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/gYjNd4964KV
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/X1mNQero1UK


 

 

 
 
Sep 2, 2015 
  

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/54zbc8GLAQq


 

 

When all seems lost, keep your faith! 
 
Sep 3, 2015 
  
Good morning!  
Take chances, something’s only happen just the once! 
 
Sep 3, 2015 
  
Is the ability to adapt one of the magical qualities of the human condition?  
 
A simple question on the surface but layered within a deeper spiritual significance.  
 
Always invite change into your Life, as where it could lead, is all part of the mystery! 
 
Good night.  
 
Sep 5, 2015 
  
Have a fantastic weekend engaging in something that raises an involuntary smile!  
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/iM5QsqwvZH9
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/M8vKwPCpocE
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/LMCEYMaoweP


 

 

 
 
Sep 7, 2015 
  
Some say finding who you really are beyond all the veils and illusions we sometimes 
present to the World and its myriad of prying eyes, moves us closer to the Light... 
 
We are all born as gifts to the World, what we do whilst we are here is up to us but to 
do something tangible, we have to be real! 
 
Step out of the shadows and veils of illusions and just be You! 
 
Have a fantastic week! 
 
Sep 8, 2015 
  
It’s simple really...life is a journey of the unknown but one thing always remains with 
us and regardless of virtue or status, we can never hide from ourselves. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Sq5ZZBcGYDM
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/1ew49sRHANm


 

 

Sep 18, 2015 
 
Spend time with your parents!  
A simple sentiment on the surface but layered within a deeper spiritual significance, 
for those still lucky to have them in your lives, treasure them! 
 
Sep 19, 2015 
  
Be inspirational, just giving your time and attention is sometimes all it takes! 
 
Sep 20, 2015 
  
When One reflects upon Life, One slowly understands, it's all about choices! 
You were not born with a rule book but simply to find your own way home. 
 

 
 
Have a fantastic Sunday. 
 
Sep 21, 2015 
 
Success isn’t about what you accomplish in your life; it’s about what you inspire 
others to do. 
 
Sep 23, 2015 
  

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/iKbvziYcnaW
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/TinM1b6sYVc
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/JaA1u4JC23L
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/GKAP8RMKm8C
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/67V4xhxKDgH


 

 

My beloved sister’s anniversary approaches a year after her passing, to symbolise 
her memory and rather than simply placing flowers, I would like her memory to flow 
as far as it can over the internet. 
 
Please share and keep her memory alive,  
She would simply love this thought as the unconventional encapsulated her 
spontaneous vibrant energy. 
 
Hannah Duffy my beloved younger sister. 
 
 
Thank you all. 
 
Namaste. 
 
Omnia Vincit Amor 
 
Sep 25, 2015 
 
 Sometimes stopping thinking and simply feeling will show you the way. 
 
Sep 26, 2015 
   
Somewhere, sometime, you can simply be all the difference between ultimate Misery 
and divine Hope... 
Kindness can change the World! 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/P5mZyqYhGXt
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/3fdAUfSmEhm


 

 

 

 
Good night. 
 
Sep 27, 2015 
  
As you pursue the elusive, seeking something tangible,  
As you silently search for the answers to unspoken thoughts, remember this, you are 
a miracle! 
 
Your memories form the foundations of your legacy to the World, memories binding 
you to all you know and many more. 
 
Why simply settle for the mundane, be epic and do something wonderful today! 
 
Make it memorable, anything is possible! 
 
Have a fantastic Sunday. 
 
Sep 28, 2015 
  
Good morning!  
Everyone stumbles and falters, just gather up your courage anyway you know how, 
and keep going! 
 
Sep 28, 2015 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/ThYpJz8ZD47
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Hrx7V6VX83Q
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/576pQSi5Xa6


 

 

  
#Always 
 
The practice and implementation of simply one act of kindness per day, will 
eventually lead to an abundance of goodness entering your life. #karma 
 

 
 
Sep 28, 2015 
  
 Life has a way of changing you within a heartbeat! 
 
To give selflessly is always reward enough! 
 
It’s Monday, here’s to a fantastic week of unexpected adventures! 
 
Sep 29, 2015 
  
A special narrative reflecting the profound bond we share with those we truly love.  
Goodbyes are for only those who love by the eyes for those who love with the heart 
and soul, there is no separation.  
 
 Sep 30, 2015  
 
We are all born untainted by society’s preconceptions and whatever we choose to do 
with our lives is our hallmark. 
 
Be Humble but gracious. 
Be Wise but listen carefully. 
Be Grateful but happy with your achievements. 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23Always
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/4N1UuZQyajL
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/RztGKWbA3h7


 

 

 
Above all, seek to open up to newer possibilities! 
 
Everyone has a side they hide away from the World and its sometimes judgemental 
eyes, be Free and find the Courage to simply express You, for in the End that, which 
lies inside, will be truly all that really Matters. 
 
Goodnight. 
 
Oct 4, 2015 
  
With profound Faith, anything is possible!  
 

 
Have a fantastic Sunday.  
 
 
 
Oct 4, 2015 
  

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/VLZ4Eokp89b
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/NGeH8urc5Dd


 

 

Be you, it will always be enough to those that really matter! 
 
Good night. 
 
Oct 5, 2015 
  
People have pondered regarding the mysteries of Life for Aeons, surely been simply 
happy solves that rather daunting question!  
 
Find what makes you happy! Don’t give up until you do! 
 
Oct 5, 2015 
  
Sometimes with family and friends by our side, facing the darker side of Life will 
always make it lighter. 
 
 
Oct 6, 2015 
  
Change 
 
Change is an essential prerequisite of creating who we want to be and overcoming 
some of Life’s difficulties, when they suddenly present themselves. 
 
Sometimes, we need it more than ever, depending upon certain situations that 
need's it’s guidance. 
 
The most wonderful component connected to such a word of Impetus, is simply to 
begin the process, all we have to do, is think differently! 
 
Oct 6, 2015 
  
Good morning.  
Hope is the dream of the Soul awakened. 
 
Always be awake!  
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/BR62JmCADmm
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/NaZdfiDjcpH
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/AAoQPdrJ2mm
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Q3FQhEN873P


 

 

 
 
Oct 7, 2015 
  
To follow is to simply be assimilated into the system.  
 
Be you and go down the road of self discovery!  
 
Oct 8, 2015 
  
At some point in our lives, we return to our Faith to overcome obstacles that 
seemingly appear to be insurmountable. We then soon find, there is a way! 
 
Always be grateful.  
 
Dear God thank you for everything. 
 
Oct 9, 2015 
  
Quintessentially, everyone needs something. A gift of kindness through words or 
actions is all it takes to sometimes help a weary soul. 
 
Do something special reach out. You might just be that lift someone needs!  
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/RL1mDBeMfvq
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/ZuqPG7YA8oE
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/fTNnUUuzH8E


 

 

 
 
Have a great weekend.  
 
Oct 9, 2015 
  
Within all moments, regardless of vocal symphonies from others, embrace the 
responsibility of been the captain of your own ship, sailing steadfastly through the 
swirling seas of Life, with Faith in the seemingly Impossible, Hope in Abundance and 
Gratitude for whatever or whomever you simply Love. 
 
It's Friday, have a fantastic weekend!  
 
May you be aware of all the beauty deep inside of you. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/HxnCdWXa8ZL


 

 

 
 
Oct 10, 2015 
  
A few things in Life really matter. 
 
Inner Freedom. 
Live and Let Live. 
Find a way to express yourself. 
Cancel out the Bad Vibes. 
Embrace your Inner Child. 
Befriend, Embrace or Love Someone. 
 
We are all living in the moment,  
moments which can be simply sublime if we choose to seek happiness. 
 
Find a way. 
 
The Precipice may be near;  
you may be on the Edge. 
 
Step back find a Way. 
 
Life is really beautiful, if you really Look. 
 
Just open up your eyes a little Wider,  
And take it all In. 
 
Have a great weekend. 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/5uWmK7E2sSB


 

 

 
 
Oct 11, 2015 
  
It's Sunday, time to relax and unwind. 
A day of wonderful reflections. 
 
Keep this thought within as you gather your thoughts... 
God will never give you something to do without the ability to do it. 
 
Oct 12, 2015 
  
Sometimes, it's those little moments in Life, that are truly the Big ones. #memories  
 
Have a fantastic week.  
 
Oct 12, 2015 
  
No matter what anyone tells you, words and ideas can change World!  
 
Oct 12, 2015 
  
To read books, is to open one’s mind to distant memories, newer adventures and a 
step into the unknown! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/d6Z8cafXKcb
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/VrDTCNaVJvU
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/aMt5i8nYVWw
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/HHrdZX21eP2


 

 

 
 
Oct 14, 2015 
  
Does Fate exit? 
 
God is always guiding you! 
 
Good morning.  
 
Oct 15, 2015 
  
Well we are not always guaranteed perfect or even easy days. 
 
In fact, some of the most cheerful people I know have coped with some unforeseen 
obstacles’ and endured many dark days. 
 
Some of my best friends have been hurt and discouraged. Some have had their 
hearts broken and their hoped dashed. Some have missed chances, made mistake 
and had regrets. 
 
They have not had easy or perfect lives and they have endured worry, confusion, and 
sadness and been alone. 
 
 But with support from great families and friends,  these very same people have 
gotten up each morning, brushed their teeth, dressed and headed out into the world 
asking ”What’s next?” 
 
Faith is a magnificent emotion in dark situations as it comes hand in hand with Hope! 
 
Never lose it! 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/9vampZj5YPZ
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/VX9qSUfz3Gy


 

 

 

 
 
Oct 17, 2015 
  
It’s the weekend. 
 
Pause for a moment within this divisive technological driven environment and simply 
go and enjoy Mother Nature’s many Wonders. 
 
Her technology is millions of years old and will always be relevant! 
 
Merge the two and take a camera! 
Go make some #memories 
 
Oct 17, 2015 
  
In a Lifetime of Experiences and Friendships,           
Sometimes the Greatest gift we can bestow upon others and ourselves is simply 
The Spiritual. 
You never really change; you just slowly embrace who you always were. 
 
Oct 18, 2015 
  
Good advice is sometimes the rarest thing in the World, when it is offered without 
any compensation of any kind, always really listen for one day everything will be 
okay.  

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/151bLDHFXTw
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/MMpbV1QAMAn
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/92ougyEbY9j


 

 

 
Have a fantastic Sunday.  
 
Oct 18, 2015 
  
Last year whilst enduring an emotional theatre of emotions dealing with the loss of 
my dearly beloved sister, this image helped strengthen my Faith in Angels.  
 
Angels are everywhere, particularly in people who truly care. 
 
May you be always surrounded by them.  
 

 
Have a wonderful Sunday. 
 
Oct 20, 2015 
  

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/i2wBHZbCccH
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/VHGqKp3SGbp


 

 

Sometimes, sending someone a heartfelt message can change his or her day totally. 
 
Send this sweeping narrative to someone special or simply from me to you. 
 
I see You. Your beauty, creativity, and kindness. 
You are a blessing within my life for I see you. 
#memories  
 
Oct 20, 2015 
  
A sublime moment in a blink of an eye can last a lifetime.. 
As I enter the second half of my Life, I pay even more attention! 
 
Oct 20, 2015 
  
Time may dance merrily to its mesmerising tune whilst seemingly stealing our every 
second but when we are truly happy; Time seemingly stands still. 
With the right person in your Life, time is simply ageless. 
 

 
 
Oct 21, 2015 
 
The greatest sacrifices you make are for the people we love the most. 
  
Fundamentally, this has to be one of the greatest truths of the human condition, 
retrospectively speaking; do we get a return upon our sacrifice by a stronger sense of 
appreciation and trust? 
 
In hindsight and upon reflection, regardless of the outcome, we always do it, for we 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/MzhmLy6n1ho
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/W2DEERfvbQv
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/DhHm3MkkdmW


 

 

must. 
 
A deep narrative for a Wednesday but memories are all made in every moment.  
 
Life is but a series of choices, choose today to be epic! 
 
Have a fantastic day.  
 
Oct 22, 2015 
  
Is there something you really want to do, why wait? 
Father Time is slowly following, spread your wings and fly!  
 
#memories 
 
Oct 22, 2015 
  
Inside us all is a magnificent gift of Light we can share with others.  
 
Be it compassion, kindness, friendship, empathy or even love. 
 
Simply been there whilst someone is enduring hard times, adds to the many lanterns 
that already light up the grey clouds of Hope. 
 
Be the Light for someone, for in your own hour of darkness, they might just be the 
illumination you need. 
 

 
 
 
#memories 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/DtYAMXgYL7V
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/e1aG7aWRsN3
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories


 

 

 
 
Oct 23, 2015 
  
It's Friday, always remember, in times of great uncertainty....  
Never lose hope; you never know what tomorrow could bring! 
 
Oct 23, 2015 
  
Blessed be those who selflessly give without remembering and take without 
forgetting. 
 
Have a fantastic weekend! 
 
Oct 24, 2015 
  
Sometimes above the ever expanding noise of everyday life, you need a quiet 
moment to simply reflect. 
Father give me serenity and help me to hear your voice above the noise. 
 
Have a fantastic Saturday.  
 
Oct 25, 2015 
  
It's all about perspective, an attitude of gratitude sometimes illuminates how 
genuinely fortunate we truly are. 
 
Embrace every single second of your life with gratitude, for tomorrow is neither 
promised nor guaranteed.  
 
Life is truly an amazing gift of time, have a wonderful Sunday of making fantastic 
memories.  
 
As you sometimes waste your breath complaining about life, remember, someone 
somewhere is having their last! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/QD3YQd5MCjv
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/jGdQKRCZkw8
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/DmWtNoY3ug8
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/EpPAiNBDXKG


 

 

 
 
Oct 26, 2015 
  
Don't let apathy into your Life. 
 
Good morning and here's to a fantastic week!  
 
Oct 28, 2015 
  
Be bold about your weaknesses and you will change people’s lives. Be honest about 
who you actually are, and others will begin to be their actual selves around you. 
 
Life is about taking risks, playing safe sometimes dulls the soul, 
throw the dice and take a chance!   
      
What possibilities may appear? 
The privilege of a lifetime is to become who you truly are! 
 
Oct 28, 2015 
  
Your Life is but a ripple in Time. 
Be outstanding! 
 
Oct 29, 2015 
  
Are memories the scribe of the soul? 
 
All we are at the crux of the matter is simply memories to family, friends and even 
strangers: make those memories magnificent! 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/KsPumRzk6XV
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/befYCk8GrVx
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/AmH6a7nANps
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/CK5ddA4cAa5


 

 

 
Oct 30, 2015 
 
Is Love the closest thing to magic? YES!! 
May magic follow you throughout all of your life. 
 

 
 
#memories  
 
Have a fantastic day. 
 
Nov 2, 2015 
  
Life is a magnificent adventure, be a Hero within your story and create a wonderful 
tapestry for all to see or talk about!  
 
Have a fantastic week. 
#memories 
 
Nov 2, 2015 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/d5qFoWawQYh
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/GfB4ccn9DJ8
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/PYBMSKt6GxJ


 

 

  
Why good friends are sometimes important. 
A good friend can tell you things you won’t tell yourself. 
 
#memories 
 
Nov 2, 2015 
  
People write and volunteer a multitude of lists to which to abide by in Life, whilst 
trying to attain a sense of inner fulfilment.  
 
My favourite list of ideas is simply.....  
Respond to anything that excites your spirit! 
 
What about you? 
 
The smaller the list, the easier it is to accomplish. 
 
Nov 2, 2015 
  
“In a Lifetime of Experiences and Friendships, the greatest gift we can sometimes 
bestow upon ourselves and others, is not always the materialistic or monetary but 
simply the spiritual.” 
 
Memories define and sometimes capture the essence of who we are but more 
importantly, from where we originate. 
 
All those small seemingly inconsequential moments, soon grow into those magical 
unstoppable memories, as Father Time, weaves his relentless magic! 
 
Have a fantastic week of creating sublime memories. 
 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/LAZk3GnRgiq
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/RjqXxzFzSzg


 

 

 
 
Nov 3, 2015 
  
Good morning and have a fantastic day of inspired thoughts.  
Each day gives us the opportunity to start again. To choose and to believe again. Be 
like the Sunshine. When the Sun isn’t shining, light the World up from the inside out! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/C42ytwoFzAH


 

 

 
 
Nov 4, 2015 
  
A wonderful narrative from an inspired thinker! 
 
The paradox of our time in history is that we have taller buildings but shorter 
tempers, wider Freeways, but narrower viewpoints. We spend more, but have less, 
we buy more, but enjoy less. 
 
We have bigger houses and smaller families, more conveniences, but less time. We 
have more degrees but less sense, more knowledge, but less judgment, more 
experts, yet more problems, more medicine, but less wellness. 
 
We drink too much, smoke too much, spend too recklessly, laugh too little, drive too 
fast, get too angry, stay up too late, get up too tired, read too little, watch TV too 
much, and pray too seldom. 
 
We have multiplied our possessions, but reduced our values. We talk too much, love 
too seldom, and hate too often. 
 
We've learned how to make a living, but not a life. We've added years to life not life 
to years. We've been all the way to the moon and back, but have trouble crossing the 
street to meet a new neighbour. 
 
We conquered outer space but not inner space. We've done larger things, but not 
better things. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/F4cnRXU4sMD


 

 

 
We've cleaned up the air, but polluted the soul. We've conquered the atom, but not 
our prejudice. 
 
We write more, but learn less. We plan more, but accomplish less. We've learned to 
rush, but not to wait. 
 
 We build more computers to hold more information, to produce more copies than 
ever, but we communicate less and less. 
 
These are the times of fast foods and slow digestion, big men and small character, 
steep profits and shallow relationships. 
 
These are the days of two incomes but more divorce, fancier houses, but broken 
homes. These are days of quick trips, disposable diapers, throwaway morality, one 
night stands, overweight bodies, and pills that do everything from cheer, to quiet, to 
kill. 
 
 It is a time when there is much in the showroom window and nothing in the 
stockroom. 
 
A time when technology can bring this letter to you, and a time when you can choose 
either to share this insight, or to just hit delete. 
 
Remember to spend some time with your loved ones, because they are not going to 
be around forever. 
 
Remember, say a kind word to someone who looks up to you in awe, because that 
little person soon will grow up and leave your side. 
 
Remember, to give a warm hug to the one next to you, because that is the only 
treasure you can give with your heart and it doesn't cost a cent. 
 
Remember, to say, 'I love you' to your partner and your loved ones, but most of all 
mean it. 
 
A kiss and an embrace will mend hurt when it comes from deep inside of you. 
 
Remember to hold hands and cherish the moment for someday that person will not 
be there again. 
 
Give time to love, give time to speak! In addition, give time to share the precious 
thoughts in your mind. 
 
And always remember, life is not measured by the number of breaths we take, but by 
those moments that take our breath away. 
 
- George Carlin 
 
Nov 4, 2015 
  

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/NeNnxGmQabM


 

 

Gratitude is a magnificent perspective!  
Practice counting your blessings and revitalize your faith! 
 
 
Have a fantastic Wednesday.  
 
Nov 4, 2015 
  
May your parade be full of joyous moments, adrenalin filled escapades and inner 
fulfilment. 
 
May they outweigh the sadness and propel you to greater heights. 
 
There are no lullabies or brief interludes, for Time does not wait for stragglers. The 
beat always plays and the incandescent noise permeates all it reaches. We are but 
an endless parade of moments make each one count! 
 

 
 
Nov 5, 2015 
  
Sometimes, you simply have to take a chance in Life. 
 
Faith can move mountains.  
 
Good night.  
 
Nov 6, 2015 
  

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/4KBrek4jwHD
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/2c8HnH3oBs1
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/gedmq1am794


 

 

Does reading open you to unknown horizons and ever expanding landscapes filled 
with wondrous characters?  
 
#always 
 
Nov 6, 2015 
  
Is this greatest force known to humanity? 
 
Love is of all passions the strongest, for it attacks simultaneously the head, the heart 
and the senses all at once! 
 
Fall in Love and find out! 
 

 
 
Fall in Love and you will know! 
 
Nov 6, 2015 
  
And the journey begins with you! 
Knowing yourself is the beginning of all wisdom! 
#memories 
 
Nov 6, 2015 
  
Be yourself, everyone else is taken! 
 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23always
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/FcU9h4DF4L5
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/QyZ9TPgxkT5
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/adYY73CHfC7


 

 

 
 
The ones who follow the crowd usually will go no further than the crowd. The ones 
who walk alone are likely to find themselves in places no one has ever been! 
 
Nov 6, 2015 
  
Every day is Christmas!  
Today is a gift. 
 
#memories 
 
Nov 7, 2015 
 
I have the deepest affection for conversations. The ability to just sit and talk. About love, life, about 
anything and everything. To sit under the moon with all the time in the world, the full speed train 
that is our lives slowing to a crawl. Bound by no obligations, barred by no human limitations, to 
speak with no regret or consequences. To talk for hours about what’s really important in Life. 

What about you?  
 
Nov 7, 2015 
  
As the light bearers who have been through the storms, we offer our help because 
we must!  
 
#catharsis 
Is always the broken that seem to try to fix others? Those who have weathered the 
storms and now have a new life viewpoint. #always 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Msno6ZvZhYq
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/MfLuVHCT8bY
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/FFp1gJhXFd5
https://plus.google.com/s/%23catharsis


 

 

Nov 8, 2015 
  
By embracing all your vulnerabilities and sharing those with another, takes courage 
but by doing so, we can attain some form of freedom in a somewhat dystopian driven 
society.  
  
Sometimes, the most courageous a human can be is simply to let someone Love 
them! 
 

 
 
 
Nov 8, 2015 
  
Sometimes, logic has to give way to feelings.  
Follow your heart it will always guide you! 
 
Have a wonderful Sunday.  
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/ECpRsj52i2K
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/aQUki1c1cmw


 

 

Nov 8, 2015 
 
If you could sit here for one hour with anyone and talk, who would it be? 
  
My beloved sister of course, what about you? 
 

 
 
Nov 8, 2015 
  
Don't be a victim of lame memories! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/dPzJBzXAsWq
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/EwdbMRTzRPi


 

 

  
 
Carpe diem 
 
Seize the day! #memories 
 
Nov 9, 2015 
  
We all have a face we rarely share to the world and its prying eyes.  
There is a child in all of us who only comes out with those we are most comfortable. 
Mines an inquisitive soul who just loves to read, I no longer hide, what about you? 
 
Society’s judgemental eyes may take in my appearance but that which resides 
within, is all that truly matters.  
 
Don't be afraid to shine. 
 
Shine because you must!  
 
Nov 9, 2015 
 
"You are so much more than your body, thoughts or emotions. You are a whirling 
crescendo of potential desire that is here to create something that the Universe has 
never witnessed." 
 
Have you been hurled into the darkness, felt the deepest scars no medicine can heal, embraced the 
stars, been consumed with captivation and transcended the vast array of the human condition? I 
hope so! 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/aBa1CSy8zb5
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/AqSYd85r3qp


 

 

 
 
Nov 9, 2015 
  
Sometimes, we readily give too much with no expectations but there always comes a 
silent tipping point! 
 
Never let anyone take you for granted, you are so much more! 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/BBsGHVDrVcy


 

 

 
 
Be authentic but knowledgeable. 
 
#memories 
 
Nov 10, 2015 
  
To deichpr smoe maesegss in Lfie, you ralley hvae to look! 
 
Life can be simply amazing if you really pay attention to the good in everything you 
do. 
 
Nov 11, 2015 
  
Introspection. 
 
Sometimes, the rather simple act of just looking around can reveal how lucky you 
truly are! 
 
Stop, just pause, and briefly take in your surroundings. Somewhere, someone is 
secretly wishing to have what you deem ordinary. 
Always be grateful what you have because to someone else: you might be living his 
or her version of Paradise. 
 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/5FFvyhueWhx
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/VgRvAUE9b4D


 

 

 
 
 
"Quiet introspection can be extremely valuable." 
 
noun: introspection; plural noun: introspections 
the examination or observation of one's own mental and emotional processes. 
 
#gratitude  
 
Nov 12, 2015 
  
We cry silent tears nobody see's, 
We reflect and wonder. 
Are they here? 
 
They never truly leave 
forever embedded  
in our hearts,  
they always stay.  
 
For those who understand, no explanation is needed, for those who do not 
understand, no explanation is possible. 
 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23gratitude
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/CSjMFCQo5ec


 

 

 
 
Happy birthday Hannah. 
 
My beloved sister.  
 
Nov 12, 2015 
  
Why wait! 
 
Do not let small minds convince you your dreams are too big! 
 
Nov 13, 2015 
 
Sometimes the people we have known for the shortest amount of time have a bigger 
impact than those we have known forever! #friends 
 
Nov 14, 2015 
  
So sad. 
 
In times of turmoil and tragedy, may a candle of hope, love and compassion 
illuminate the darkness.  
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/dDw7XGqB1zs
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/a6wNUimyuid
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/SYm7XJHgLDf


 

 

 
 
#France  
 
Nov 16, 2015 
  
Wherever you are, whomever you are with, whatever you are doing, remember to 
smile when the occasion presents its self. 
 
Life may seem harsh at times, but this time next year, it will all be but a #memory! 
 
Nov 18, 2015 
  
Why wait?  
In the end we will only regret the opportunities we didn’t take, relationships we never 
had and decisions we never made!  
 
Don't let missed opportunities define you!  
 
#memories 
 
Nov 18, 2015 
  
Sometimes our emotional mind creates wonderful memories for us to revisit over and 
over again. 
 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23France
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/UMbCu7pCh1M
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memory
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/ZXRDiakejM7
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/4hcXez4RwXM


 

 

 
 
Emotions creates lasting memories, love increases those memoires, Exponentially! 
 
Always try to keep positive as all moments are waiting to be revisited! 
 
#memories   
 
Nov 18, 2015 
  
As someone who has been through the storms, I would just like to share a simple 
narrative but layered within profound implications... 
 
Tomorrow is neither promised nor presumed. 
 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/fudNvPmP3mK


 

 

 
 
Embrace the ones you Love, for you never know, when God's calling them home. 
 
#memories  
Good night. 
 
Nov 20, 2015 
  
Are these the best places to be?  
In someone’s, heart prayers and thoughts? 
 
#always  
 
#memories 
 
Nov 21, 2015 
  
Remember you are a miracle of human evolution. 
A ratio of between 100 / 300 million: 1 chance of being! 
 
Don’t be assimilated by society! 
 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/8cN9VePgo8w
https://plus.google.com/s/%23always
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/ViN5iMnvb9S


 

 

 
 
Be you. 
 
#memories 
 
Nov 21, 2015 
 
Love burns brighter than sunshine! 
  
#memories  
 
Nov 22, 2015 
  
It is said by some. 
A single tear cleanses the soul. 
 
We will all one day face the silent theatre of emotions that follows grief and as a 
heartbroken soul who has walked through the storms it brings, never be afraid to let 
go, by letting go it further instils the Love we hold deep within. 
 
You are never truly alone. 
 
#Always 
#Catharsis 
#memories   
 
Nov 22, 2015 
  
To everyone who sees these words, know they are truly loved. 
 
A love so strong that Fear disappears and is replaced with the irreplaceable Light of 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/9jjx7kj5bJf
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/Lu2uxXihvtX
https://plus.google.com/s/%23Always
https://plus.google.com/s/%23Catharsis
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/8FFPNXPqPkF


 

 

Hope. 
  
May no one feel alone or disappointed. 
 
May we enter the garden together and feel connected throughout this day. 
  
You are not here to save the world but simply to touch the hands that are within your 
reach. 
  
~~~~~~ 
  
What defines us is how we rise after falling. 
Next time you think of wonderful beautiful things, always remember yourself. 
  
~~~~~~ 
  
Real love starts when nothing is expected in return. 
Love is the absence of judgement. 
  
~~~~~~ 
  
The secret of happiness is to count your blessings 
while others are too busy adding up their troubles. 
  
Always be kind for we are all fighting our own hard battles no one sees. 
  
~~~~~~ 
  
We Are Magnificent Beings. 
We are divine love, the only time we are truly our authentic selves is when we are 
expressing or feeling love, everything else is ego. 
  
We came to this World to express love, to be loved and to learn to love our own 
magnificence. So shine! 
  
Don’t worry about the responses of others. 
Don’t worry about not been in the spot light, bring your own light and let it shine! 
  
Do some random act of kindness today for someone and do it so no one will ever 
know. 
 
As a new week beckons, do something inspired! 
 
#memories   
 
Nov 22, 2015 
  
Some people ask why I left a relatively successful career in construction to pursue 
something new and unknown with huge risks involved. 
 
It’s simple really. 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/FfXct4XwctL


 

 

 
By been involved with creating something more rewarding on a spiritual level from 
simply trying to help others and creating some form of inspiration, I will be helping 
myself along the way. 
 
After seeing the slow demise of those I love and witnessing their final journey, one 
realises that its what’s inside that truly matters, not the wealth or personal 
possessions one might own but the  memories and the love we shared. 
 
We are all born with nothing and leave with nothing but at the end it’s the love in our 
hearts that truly matters. 
 
We will live on in those we love and who loved us in return. 
 

 
 
Good night. 
 
Nov 23, 2015 
  
As we fast approach a time of family celebrations and Christmas festivities, pause for 
just for a single second and reflect upon how lucky you really are. 
 
Consider this powerful thought for just this one moment, if an opportunity exists to 
simply help someone be it a stranger, friend or simply a family member, extend that 
hand of peace and bestow some pre Christmas cheer into his or her seemingly dark 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/RmcadKmKdv5


 

 

skies. 
 
You just might be the only one who does. 
 

 
 
#memories 
#compassion 
#friendship 
 
Nov 23, 2015 
  
Mobile technology has profound implications in changing our perspectives by making 
new information available almost instantly to our inquisitive eyes but are we 
sacrificing something in return?  
 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/s/%23compassion
https://plus.google.com/s/%23friendship
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/8489oqns3xY


 

 

 
 
Are we forgetting to really engage in real life conversations, do we consciously make 
a choice to constantly check for updates from social media as we slowly reduce our 
ability to see what's really going on around us? 
 
Don't let the social engineer's manipulate you, go out and see someone, visit Mother 
Nature, embrace your family and more importantly, live life. 
 
Have a wonderful week.  
 
Nov 23, 2015 
 
Are you passionate! 
 
Passion is derived from a Latin word meaning to suffer. 
 
noun pas·sion \ˈpa-shən\ 
: a strong feeling of enthusiasm or excitement for something or about doing 
something 
: a strong feeling (such as anger) that causes you to act in a dangerous way 
: a romantic feeling for someone 
 
Origin of PASSION 
Middle English, from Anglo-French, from Late Latin passion-, passio suffering, being 
acted upon, from Latin pati to suffer. 
First Known Use: 13th century 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/8489oqns3xY


 

 

 
If you genuinely Love something or somebody, you will at some point, suffer from it. 
 
Be it loss, heartache, separation or simply the experience BUT at the same time, 
been passionate about something can be utterly intense, exhilarating and many other 
beautiful expressions of the human condition. 
 
Your heart may get broken but someone or something will help to heal it again. 
 

 
 
Life in its subtle ways likes to surprise us when we least expect it! 
 
Embrace Passion, experience Life and its many emotions! 
 
#memories 
#Life 
 
Nov 25, 2015 
  
Extend your boundaries, push the envelope, be adventurous, love, climb, sing, and 
take yourself or your children on a journey...  
 
Do more than simply exist! 
 
Why simply exist? 
 
Embrace newer opportunities.  
 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/s/%23Life
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/W8a8xtnBoZZ


 

 

Nov 25, 2015 
  
Some of us sleep and dream. 
Some of us wake up and dream. 
 
A dream is like a little bird waiting to give flight,  
find the courage and set it free. 
 
What is your dream? 
 
#dreams  

Nov 27, 2015 
  
Within the ever expanding scope of technology and the popularity of apps, don’t 
forget the one app you already own the rights too: parenting skills. 
 
All children need their parents don’t abandon them to technology! 
 

 
 
#memories 
#family 
#technology 
 
Nov 29, 2015 
  
Sometimes the unexpected is such a welcome surprise! 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/bHYw7dxy1gL
https://plus.google.com/s/%23dreams
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/eToLeTzV7H3
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/s/%23family
https://plus.google.com/s/%23technology
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/8P4LnxigtkC


 

 

The greatest relations to be in are the ones you never expected to happen. The ones 
which swept you off your feet and challenged your every viewpoint!  
 

 
 
#memories  
#love 
 
Nov 29, 2015 
  
Love forms an indescribable invisible bond that always connects those engagements 
and relationships.  
 
Have you felt that sometimes overwhelming urge that you are needed? 
 
#memories #relationships 
 
Nov 29, 2015 
  
True friends are a rarity in a World seemingly obsessed with competition and 
ambition.  
 
Best friends are simply kindred spirits.  
 
#friends  
#memories 
 
Nov 30, 2015 
  

https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/s/%23love
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/QD9U9zbrqJ9
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/s/%23relationships
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/dNFkndrRKTp
https://plus.google.com/s/%23friends
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/ikzSWtM28xc


 

 

Yes: I am a dreamer. Are you?  
 
For a dreamer is one who can only find his way by moonlight and his punishment is 
that he sees the dawn before the rest of the world.  
 
Nov 30, 2015 
  
"As far as we can discern, the sole purpose of human existence is to kindle a light in 
the darkness for others to follow." 
 
#kindness 
 
 
Dec 1, 2015 
  
Is this a description of wisdom which develops with maturity?  
 

 
 
I hope so.  
 
#memories #life 
 
Dec 1, 2015 
  

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/2URVfhzPsGV
https://plus.google.com/s/%23kindness
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/HBtzAGSTySL
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/s/%23life
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/hqSP6La5kVZ


 

 

 
Who's in the middle of a Divine Accident? 
 
A beautiful relationship bestowed from above. A gift filled with glowing beauty, 

immense depth and unbreakable trust. A relationship that seemingly blooms under 

the watchful gaze of Father Time? A relationship that can neither be bought nor 

faked. A relationship which seems to have brought you two together by chance! 

If it’s not happened yet, it will happen just when you least expect it! 

#ihope so 

Dec 1, 2015 
  
Here’s to all the people who get back up more times than they are knocked down, 
who give more than they ever expect to receive. 
 
Who still show love to others even though their own heart is broken. 
 
Who smiles through the sad times,  
Who lights the way for others. 
Who spread laughter and joy,  
Everywhere they go. 
 
 
Thank you for making the World a better place! 
 
Love. What is love? No one can define it, it is something so great only God could 
design it. Yes, Love is beyond what man could define, for love is immortal, and God’ 
gift is divine. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/YQSEG4QY3Cm


 

 

 
 
#memories  
#friends   
 
Dec 2, 2015 
  
Some say Angels visit us when we sleep! 
 
Within some of our dreamscapes 
they sometimes appear. 
 
Those we love and 
always hold dear. 
 
Bestowing us with a beautiful smile,  
at times for a quite long while. 
 
Occasionally engaging in conversations of the heart. 
 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/s/%23friends
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/RMt7QXJguVg


 

 

 
 
Sadly though, when daylight draws near,  
They bid farewell and silently depart. 
 
In anticipation for when we next sleep,  
using fond memories we always hold deep. 
 
Serving to replace Grief’s tears as we weep,  
whilst eagerly hoping to oversleep. 
 
#memories 
#catharsis 
 
Dec 3, 2015 
  
Be thankful for every morning you wake up and see the sky. 
  
Today and everyday reflect on the blessings within your life. 
 
Sometimes the bumps we hit in the road of Life leave us feeling distraught and can 
bring a cloud of darkness on all the good things we have, but even that darkness 
should be thanked as it slowly disperses. 
 
 
The mistakes, fails, the dysfunction of Life makes us who we are, forcing us to grow, 
so be thankful for the darkness and be grateful for all the opportunities we have 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/s/%23catharsis
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/5FB3KK2q8Sg


 

 

sometimes because of it. 
 
The opportunity to choose and to be happy. 
 
That darkness makes us stronger, which strength did it magnify within you:  
 
Authenticity 
Boldness 
Creativity 
Determination 
Effectiveness 
Fearless 
Generosity 
Happiness 
Innovation 
Joyfulness 
Kindness 
Love 
Motivation 
Nurturing 
Optimism 
Poise 
Quietness 
Resourcefulness 
Strength 
Truthfulness 
Understanding 
Versatility 
Willingness 
Youthfulness 
Zealousness? 
 
 
Happiness is a choice. 
 
Life is hard and sometimes things don’t always work out the way we want them too, 
but the choice to look at the good within the bad and smile that in itself is a miracle. 
 
When the darkness suddenly appears, may your faith in the Almighty help you to 
always prevail. 
 
If we can manage a smile at the Darkest of Times, how happy will we feel when the 
good times appear? 
 
Trust yourself! 
 
 
#faith  
#memories  
#lifelessons   
 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23faith
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/s/%23lifelessons


 

 

Dec 3, 2015 
  
Regardless of whom we are with at this particular time of year, it could be Christmas 
every day, if everyone showed goodwill to others! 
 

 
 
#kindness  
#goodwill  
#war 
 
Dec 4, 2015 
  
Whilst sometimes wading through the rising seas of sorrow and seemingly endless 
injustices that happens to surround you, when the moment strikes, remember:  
 
Family is not always about blood relatives but those who have offered you a hand of 
empathy and compassion to escape the ever rising tides. 
 
Have a fantastic weekend. 
 
Dec 5, 2015 
 
As you ride through the dark woods of life, look for these. Health is the greatest of 
gifts, Contentment the greatest wealth and Faithfulness the best of relationships. 
 
  
Three magnificent words! 
I wish you have all three. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/bJorJqerhGw
https://plus.google.com/s/%23kindness
https://plus.google.com/s/%23goodwill
https://plus.google.com/s/%23war
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/QWKGzGe3tue
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/KMubVgEbGYp


 

 

 
 
Health  
Contentment  
Faithfulness  
 
Dec 5, 2015 
  
Within every second you engage with people, you leave a silent impression.  
 
Make it sublime.  
 
We all remember great people we value in life because of the impression they left 
upon us. 
 
I have been fortunate to have met a few, I hope you have too! 
 
Who's the greatest person who has left the deepest impression upon your life? 
 
#friends  
#family  
#memories 
 
Dec 5, 2015 
 
Want happiness? 
    
Have no hate, no worries, and live simple, give more and expect less. 
 
Dec 5, 2015 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/dcjBrPHc2rH
https://plus.google.com/s/%23friends
https://plus.google.com/s/%23family
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/BtoX7abwSJ8
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/PpaE3FP1jNE


 

 

 
Need peace? 
Nowhere can a man or woman find a quieter or more untroubled retreat than within 
his or her own soul. 
 

 
 
Dec 5, 2015 
  
#Always  
Life offers you a second chance, it’s called tomorrow! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/2dc8ftqVTQB


 

 

 
 
Dec 5, 2015 
  
Strength isn't about size or muscle but simply character.  
 
Dec 6, 2015 
  
Don't be afraid of Changes!  
Just look at a butterfly.  
 
Embrace them and grow.  
 
#memories  
#changes 
#lifestyle  
 
Dec 6, 2015 
  
Let's all exemplify the Spirit of Christmas and bestow kindness upon someone or 
something needing our love and compassion.  
 
Real Eye's Realise!  
 
It might be that elderly person you never speak too who is lonely or sending 
someone an anonymous gift.  
 
All these acts of inner generosity help to increase and enhance the Spirit of 
Christmas for you and many others. 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/ebduEaauZuF
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/QvgDfQC5JJY
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/s/%23changes
https://plus.google.com/s/%23lifestyle
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/JHqBfgy3Wwo


 

 

 
What will you do?  
 

 
 
#Christmas  
#kindness  
#compassion  
#memories 
 
Dec 6, 2015 
  
Christmas has become obscured by all the commercialisation and hype. 
 
Sometimes its message appears lost. 
 
The meaning is not reflected within the seemingly overpriced tinsel or Christmas 
trees but simply within the message of kindness and extending a hand of peace to 
another.  
 
Let Christmas be a wonderful time for the body and also a time of illuminating your 
Faith. 
 
The countdown has truly begun.  
 
Dec 6, 2015 
  
Beyond Society slowly trying to coax you to follow the crescendos of its select crowd 
and the incessant drumbeats that follows its steady precessions throughout all 
scopes of media manipulation, 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23Christmas
https://plus.google.com/s/%23kindness
https://plus.google.com/s/%23compassion
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/htuuyfsoGqr
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/1xqGkcg1eB6


 

 

 
there is always a rather simple rule to apply to help you see through the various 
mirages, they try to seduce your mind with; 
 
Treat others, as You would want to be Treated!  
 
Been a good person does not depends upon religion, race, status, skin colour, 
culture or political views. 
 

 
 
Dec 7, 2015 
  
Is this a mystical medicine we should all at some point in our lives, entertain? 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/hLkLVobgdWJ


 

 

 
 
#always 
 
Dec 7, 2015 
  
All it takes is Love. 
You can spend a lifetime trying to be at one with God or focus on Love and realise 
you already are! 
 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23always
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/bM1yQzEnadM


 

 

 
 
 Have a wonderful week.  
 
Dec 7, 2015 
  
Your soul is an everlasting flame burning within.  
 
When you bestow kindness to others, you help to rekindle their diminishing flame 
and help to make yours burn brighter.  
 
Bring the Light! 
 

https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/bPUr52HoD77


 

 

 
 
Kindness  
#compassion 
 
Dec 8, 2015 
 
Explain Life in one word? 
  
A rather perceptive question,  
what word would you choose.  
 
#experiences  
 
My word is above. 
 
Dec 8, 2015 
  
Sometimes this Christmas..... 
 
Money isn't everything.  
 
Just your time will sometimes do. 
 
#memories  
#kindness  
#compassion  
#empathy 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23compassion
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/LsrF5PBVKGm
https://plus.google.com/s/%23experiences
https://plus.google.com/+AMOURSY/posts/A8hQ7kHkJrw
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/s/%23kindness
https://plus.google.com/s/%23compassion
https://plus.google.com/s/%23empathy


 

 

Dec 8, 2015 

Be grateful to give, but be sure to give with pure intention. The attitude of gratitude is 

key! 

 

You life is your song to the World. Sing it Loud! 

 
 
 
Dec 8, 2015 

Do you need Christmas Gift Suggestions?  

 

To your Enemy, Forgiveness 

To an Opponent, Tolerance 

To a Friend, Your Heart 

To All, Charity 

To a Child, A Good Example 

To Yourself, Respect.... 

 

Cheap at half the price!  

https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/DodfcaARFDq
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/SheHdgaU3WQ


 

 

 

 

#Christmas 

Dec 8, 2015 

 Compassion is always a wonderful foundation to build upon.  

 

We all need a compassionate heart. 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23Christmas
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/7QFhMvo35Rp


 

 

 

We should help all those we can and never turn a blind eye, for real eyes realize! 

 

#compassion 

Dec 9, 2015 

Great friends are like Angel's who lift us up when our wings have fallen.  

 

May you be always be surrounded by them. 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23compassion
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/ebE4QJfh96E


 

 

 

Feel free to celebrate them by reposting their names. 

 

#friends 

Dec 10, 2015 

We all endure trying times in life, how we come out of it defines our character.  

 

Be courageous but humble.  

Be knowledgeable but wise. 

Be certain but open to suggestions.  

Be friendly but selective.  

Say after me, “I am grateful for today because I have weathered my storms!” 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23friends
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/Q2xJ64dJ5Cf


 

 

 

Above all, never lose you. 

 

Have you weathered many storms?  

 

#memories 

Dec 11, 2015 

As one wonders throughout the side roads and encounters in Life, there is always a 

select few who leave a strong impression.  

 

Maybe it was their inherent kindness, wisdom or simply a helping hand when 

needed.  

 

Return that gesture to another and create a similar impression as it may just change 

your life and theirs.  

https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/EiPcpCto7SH


 

 

 

What's stopping you? 

 

#kindness  

#life 

Dec 11, 2015 

 As we slowly or quickly enter this festive period depending upon your situation, I 

would just like to say Merry Christmas for all the new friends I have encountered 

whilst on Google+. 

Have a wonderful weekend. 

Dec 12, 2015 

If you need a hint? 

Always remember, the greatest gift you can receive this year isn’t under the 

Christmas tree but simply in the hearts and minds of your loving family and friends. 

 

Dec 13, 2015 
 
Be a blessing to someone. 
 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23kindness
https://plus.google.com/s/%23life
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/gX8E7hk4kku
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/bq5Zzq2tjf7


 

 

Today will never call again. Be a friend, make a difference. Tell someone how special 

they are! 

 

Dec 14, 2015 

This Christmas, dare to be the hand that reaches into the Darkness and pulls another 

back into the Light.  

https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/H2FwFkfmp6T


 

 

 

Have a wonderful week.  

Dec 14, 2015 

One of the most courageous deeds a person can ever do is simply letting go of 

whatever hurts their heart and soul. 

 

By accessing, analysing and accepting whatever it is through a form of catharsis 

through either music, writing or simply art;  

One can begin to function once again. 

 

By facing our imperfections or frailties we grow. 

https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/63CcDZh2uJf


 

 

 

 

#lifestyle  

#lifelessons   

Dec 14, 2015 

Have you found your own emancipation?  

https://plus.google.com/s/%23lifestyle
https://plus.google.com/s/%23lifelessons
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/R12JMgLG89i


 

 

 
 

#freedom  

#memories 

Dec 15, 2015 

Simply getting up with a smile on your face first thing in the morning, can change 

your whole day in so many ways!  

Good morning.  

Rise up and be the best you can be for the world is waiting just for you! 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23freedom
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/6KLTS2EFb2o


 

 

Dec 15, 2015 

 In today's society of inherent consumerism and the subtle conditioning through 

advertising to purchase that must have gift, outwit the social engineer's and simply 

buy what you want, with what you have, for whom you love. 

 

Social networks these days seem awash with those lost within the social engineer's 

paradigm, a present with a shelf life of 2 months determined through planned 

obsolescence, seems hardly worth bestowing, when it will soon be replaced by new 

preconceived trends.  

 

A gift with a lovely theme will always outlast all those wrapped up in planned 

obsolescence!  

 

#Christmas  

#memories  

#technology  

Dec 15, 2015 

Within the quiet confines of Life and all of its wonderful experiences, I simply believe 

we are eternal beings slipping through the portals of life continuously, until we are 

finally called home for the last time and until that monumental moment; 

 

We should reach out and embrace as many as we can. 

https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/ApvmVsi3mxW
https://plus.google.com/s/%23Christmas
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/s/%23technology
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/TSRrUu2ma5g


 

 

 

My soul honours your soul and the place where the entire universe resides. I honour 

the light, truth, love, peace and beauty within you. In sharing these things, we are 

connected, the same. We are one. 

#namaste 

#Love   

#Charity   

#kindness   

#compassion   

https://plus.google.com/s/%23Love
https://plus.google.com/s/%23Charity
https://plus.google.com/s/%23kindness
https://plus.google.com/s/%23compassion


 

 

#empathy   

#life   

Dec 16, 2015 

To strive to help others selflessly when the occasion presents itself that in itself 

encompasses the greatest gift, you can give this Christmas. 

 

 

#Christmas 

#Gift 

#Charity 

Dec 16, 2015 

Some people become obsessed with getting rich. 

Some people become obsessed with outdoing others. 

Some people become obsessed with amassing all the materialism the World has to 

offer. 

 

Then there are people who are simply content and always offer a helping hand, for in 

their hearts they know a secret the others don’t. 

 

It’s whatever resides within your heart which will always bring you comfort, when all 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23empathy
https://plus.google.com/s/%23life
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/PKRc2WdkRyn
https://plus.google.com/s/%23Christmas
https://plus.google.com/s/%23Gift
https://plus.google.com/s/%23Charity
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/VDcEMLPkBZe


 

 

is said and done. 

 

Fill it well for if you don’t:  

All the riches and material goods in the World will not be enough to fill that void, if it 

appears. 

Always be a hand that helps. 

Be content, life is so much easier don’t you agree? 

 

#charity   

#kindness   

#empathy   

#compassion  

Dec 17, 2015 

This Christmas give yourself a gift of courage to chase that dream! 

 

Why wait?  

Dec 19, 2015 

Respect and honour yourself the way you want others to treat you.  

 

We are all mirrors for each other.  

Dec 19, 2015 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23charity
https://plus.google.com/s/%23kindness
https://plus.google.com/s/%23empathy
https://plus.google.com/s/%23compassion
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/9fMzc1483Le
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/fvAe9Eahenv
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/hYfAxiXZyKA


 

 

“Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising every time we fall.” 

― Confucius 

Forget injuries but never forget kindnesses.  

 

Have a great weekend. 

Dec 20, 2015 

This Christmas, within this climate of fast food, faster technology and the inherent 

need to satisfy the thirst for the latest must have gadget, simply pause for a second 

and appreciate all you really have that is irreplaceable at a mere whim. 

 

Send a card to a friend, ring up a family member or even better, go and see them 

rather than a random text or email. Buy your pet a treat and comfort them instead of 

been imprisoned by invisible strings to your electronic device. 

 

https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/Zhwip7vkpJP


 

 

Life is so much better when we simply appreciate all we really have that money 

cannot buy! 

Dec 22, 2015 

Be one of those rare people whose first instincts is to smile when making eye contact 

for the first time. It’s what defines Christmas! 

 

 

This Christmas extend the hand of friendship to another, all it takes is a smile! 

 

#Christmas 

Dec 22, 2015 

Dream big, think huge and be epic! 2016 is waiting! 

 May all your dreams come true for 2016, for if we aren’t dreamers, are we just 

sleeping through Life! 

Dec 23, 2015 

https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/XiTpzQYhksZ
https://plus.google.com/s/%23christmas
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/D1LGqo34MqJ
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/ZDiuYkNUBdq


 

 

 

 

Christmas, a time to remember with love. 

Dec 25, 2015 

 A heart is not judged by how much it loves but by how much it is loved by others. 

 

Have a wonderful Christmas surrounded by a loving family and fantastic friends. 

Light a candle for those missing this year in the Hope they may see it and find their 

way back home to visit. 

https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/6qGzUryq9sX


 

 

 

#christmas2015  

Dec 26, 2015 

 As we approach the New Year, be somewhere wonderful! 

Dec 27, 2015 

No matter who we are, no matter how successful, no matter our situation, 

compassion is always something we need to give and receive. 

 

As we enter this New Year, give more and receive tenfold! 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23christmas2015
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/KJKCZV4jzQH
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/MYfCW8ttG43


 

 

 

 

Have a wonderful Sunday of inspired thoughts. 

#compassion   

 Dec 27, 2015 

 Are you still looking or have you discovered a magnificent truth? 

 

Seek ones salvation in Love.  

 

Love for family, friends and always remembering oneself.  

 

The path to freedom is always within reach. 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23compassion
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/1vRPHvYciyV


 

 

 

 

It may just take a little more time.  

 

#freedom 

#memories 

 

Good night and have a wonderful week of inspired thoughts.  

 Dec 28, 2015 

 Deep within each heart, therein lays a perfectly tuned musical instrument. 

 

A magical instrument only a few will ever reach. 

 

Strangers may appear throughout your spontaneous escapades, some perhaps 

briefly playing a lovely melody or two but those rare and special people who compel 

it to beat a relentless majestic symphony, an arrangement filled with an ever 

increasing crescendo of rapturous noise;  

 

Those are the Keepers of The World. 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23freedom
https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/aZh6gdsGaHN


 

 

 
 

 

Have you found your conductor yet? 

#memories  

#life 

Dec 29, 2015 

  

https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/s/%23life
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/NsbCaS9MdqZ


 

 

We are all simply expressions of this mysterious thing called Life. 

 

Expression 

The act of saying what you think or showing how you feel using words or actions. 

 

Freedom of expression is a basic human right. 

Always be limitless! 

 

 

Have a wonderful day; it will soon be a New Year! 

#memories   

Dec 29, 2015 

 Memories are ubiquitous, lingering like leaves in the Winds of Time. 

 

Hope brings an illuminating sunbeam to displace all the dark shadows of yesteryear. 

 

What are you hoping for in 2016? 

 

#2016 

Dec 30, 2015 

  

https://plus.google.com/s/%23memories
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/gudewjVtT1m
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/EHfamN8ApQD


 

 

Are you thinking of 2016? 

As you ponder what 2016 will bring, always carry an invisible flame of kindness to 

brighten up someone, somewhere, some day.  

 

 

#newyear  

#charity  

#kindness   

Jan 1, 2016 

  

Within us all is a burning invisible flame of compassion, kindness and love. 

 

Be sure to share that flame this New Year.  

 

Always bring the Light wherever you are.  

 

My New Year resolution is simply to do so whenever I can, what's yours? 

 

#happynewyear2016 

https://plus.google.com/s/%23newyear
https://plus.google.com/s/%23charity
https://plus.google.com/s/%23kindness
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+AMOURSY/posts/7rnzAt57Xr3
https://plus.google.com/s/%23happynewyear2016


 

 

 

 

Well it was rather an inspired year, I feel blessed to have been bestowed with such a drive to 

courageously push forward and create something tangible that could bring such joy to many! 

Thank you for accompanying me on my epic ride throughout a year of simply reaching out and 

seeing what the universe would send back!  

Who knows what tomorrow may bring but remember one thing; your life is your message to the 

World.  

Make it Inspiring! 

Good night wherever you are! 

Namaste 

John Duffy 17.53pm 11/02/2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 


